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Executive Summary

Based on findings from a 1989 Air Force Chief-of-Staff commission on Instrument Flying, the Head-
Up Display (HUD) is increasingly being used by pilots as a primary source of instrument flight information,Unfortunately, existing HUDs were not designed to serve in such a capacity. In fact, AFM 51-37 specifically
states that current HUDs "do not provide attitude cues sufficient to enable the pilot to maintain full-time
attitude awareness or recover from some unusual attitudes and thereibre should not be used as the primary
source of attitude Information." However, due to the compelling appeal of the HUD as a primary flight
reference, it is reasonable to assume that pilots will most likely continue to use the HUD in this manner. If i',
fhct pilots are going to continue using the HUD as a primary attitude source, it is Imperative that a set of HUD
symbology, acceptable for use a primary flight referenco, be developed. Tasked by HQ Air Force, it became the
responsibility of Air Force Material Command (APMC) and the Instrument Flight Center (IFC) to develop and
validate a standard HUI) symbology set suitable for use as a primary flight reference.

Over the last 4 years, an extensive review of existing and proposed symbology was conducted
resulting in the development of a proposed baseline symbology set which could potentially be used as a
primary flight reftrence, This baseline was presented to a 1990 meeting of the Air Force Instrument Flight
Working Group at which time the proposed baseline was adopted as an Air Force standard providing the
suc.esstul completion of in-flight validation. AFMC and the IFC were tasked with the validation of this
provisional HUD standard fbr use as a primary flight reference display, A technical team consisting of
representatives from Aeroneutical Systems Center, Wright Laboratory, Armstrong Laboratory, the Air Force
Flight Test Center, and USAF IFC was established to determine the appropriate validation methodology,

Given that no existing objective criteria were available, the technical team decided that the HUD
would be validated by determining whether pilot performance using the provisional HUD symbology favorably
compared to that using existing head-down instrumentation. Therefore, it became the objectIve of this
validation effbrt to 1) evaluate pilot perfbrmance differences between the "provisional" HUD symbology suit.
and a bead-down Instrument suite, and 2) collect subjective questionnaire data from operational fighter/attack
and test pilots on the appropriatenes of the symbology for instrument flight as well as Identif any potential
conflicts between the instrument flight symbology and other mission symbology or requirements.

As a cost savings and risk reducing measure, the technical team decided to conduct symbology
integration and preliminary validation in the Crew Station Evaluation Facility's (CSEF) F-16 simulator prior
to the flight test validation, Such an approach provided the opportunity to collect sufficient data to achieve
statistical confidence without incurring the cost of a lengthy flight test program. In addition, if the simulator
results were unfavorable, the flight test program could be terminated prior to committing significant fluinds,

During the Phase I simulation program 23 Air Force pilots flew three instrument flying tarks: 1)
Unusual Attitude Recovery, 2) ILS Approach, and 3) Precision Instrument Maneuvering. Data collect i,,n was
conducted in the CSEF's F-16 simulator using a Block 25 HUD driven by a Vector General symbol generator,
All head-down instrumentation was actual F-16 hardware with the exception of an Attitude Directional
Indicator (ADI) which replaced the P.16 Attitude Indicator. Upon completion of all data collection trial,
subject pilots completed an extensive debrief survey which provided the opportunity to ident/o significant
strengths or weaknesses in the HUD symbology.

Analysis of the Phase I data indicated that pilot performanco on both the ILS Approach and the
Precision Instrument Control task was superior to that flown with the head-down instrumentation, Data
analyzed for the Unusual Attitude Recoveries showed no significant performance differences between the two
display types. A review of the post data collection debriefs indicated that the pilots were comfortable with the
symbology and its potential adoption as a primary source in instrument information, Based on these finding,
the technical team decided that proceeding to flight lest was justified.

Ll I I I I I I .I



As a result of this flight test program, issues regarding symbology format, symbology mechanization
and evaluation procedures were identified which required resolution prior to final validation. These issue
fboued primarily upon the mechanization and format of the HUD's attitude reference. For this reason, a
Phase II simulation effbrt was initiated. The objective of the Phase II effort was to Integrate modifications to
the symbology to resolve the deficiencies identified during the Phase I flight test and conduct a second
simulation validation similar to that conducted during Phase I. A secondary objective of the Phase II program
was to address the issue of minion compatibility. As a result, in addition to the three instrument tasks an air-
to-ground minion was developed as a means of exercising the symbology In a limited mission role. Because
the mission was flown merely for demonstration purposes, no objective data were collected.

Data collection was conducted much in the same manner as in Phase I. Fifteen Air Force pilots
participated in the evaluation flying the same three instrument flown during the Phase I simulation. The
procedure used for the unusual attitude task was modified based on findings resulting from the flight test
program. Lessons learned from the flight test program stressed the importance of dynamic entry into the
unusual attitude. Phase I trials were initiated with the aircraft in a static position at 00 AOA; therefore any
effects due to aircraft dynamics would not have been demonstrated, As a result, all Phase II trials were
initiated by having a robot pilot fly the simulator into the desired configuration at which time a start tone was
presented, instructing the pilot to open his eyes and recover the aircraft.

The second modification to the methodology was the incorporation of croswinds during the
recoveries. Flight test pilots reported that the lateral movement of the CDM during the Phase I flight test was
significantiy aggravated by the presence of gusting crosswind, To ensure that such effects were demonstrated
in Phase II simulation, variably gusting winds from 30 to 45 kUt were incorporated into the simulation. The
implementation of the robot pilot coupled with the incorporation of the crosswind model more closely
approximated conditions experienced during flight testing.

Results of the data analysis again indicated that pilots' performance data flying with the HUD format
for both the ILS Approach and the Precision Instrument Control Task was superior to that flown with the
head-down instrumentation. Although the analysis for the Unusual Attitude Recoveries showed no statistically
sigificnut differences, there was a trend toward improved accuracy rates while recovering with the HUD for
the nose-down recoveries.
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agencies worldwide, As a result of this effort a

BACKGROUND baseline HUD symbology confliguration was
proposed which consolidated several symbology

enhancements (Evans and Bitton, 1990).In March 1989, ItQ USA? released a report

on the status of instrument flying standardization, During a December 1990 meeting of the Air
The report was prepared for the Chief of Staff of the Force Instrument Standardization Working Group,
United States Air Force and included discussions attended by representatives from each of the Air
and specific recommendations for standardization in Force major commands, the baseline symbology set
cockpit development. was adopted as a provisional Air Force standard for

HUD symbology. AFMC and the IFC were tasked
The report dated that "Recent Instrument with the validation of this provisional HUD standard

related flight mishaps are causing a growing concern for use as a primary flight reference display. A
about reduction in Air Force instrument flight technical team consisting of representatives from
capability. Expanding technology and more realistic Aeronautical Systems Center (ASC/EN), Wright
mission training are enhancing our ability to Laboratory (WL/XPK), Armstrong Laboratory
accomplish the complex employment portion of our (AL/VNEG), the Air Force Flight Test Center
flying mission, Unfortunately, this improved (AMPrC) and USAF IFC was established to
"weapons on target" capability is not accompanied determine the appropriate validation methodology,
by a specific focus on basic instrument flight skills
and overall instrument flight capability. This lack Direction from the Instrument
of emphasis, combined with overall lower pilot Standardization Working Group stipulated that prior
experience levels, is making our combat crews 1eon to the "provisional" HUD's adoption as the Air Force
capable of performing the Instrument portion of their standard, it must first be validated In flight. As a
mission, The changes in cockpit design have created cost saving and risk reducing measure, the technical
new problems as others were solved. A significant team decided to conduct symbology integration and
effort Is needed to improve the current cockpit preliminary validation in the Crew Station
development process," Evaluation Facility's (CSEF) F-16 simulator prior to

the flight test validation. Such an approach provided
The report went on to identify several the opportunity to collect sufficient data to achieve

specific recommendations with regard to instrument statistical confidence without incurring the cost of a
flying standardization; the first of which was to lengthy flight test program, In addition, if the
establish a standard for USA? instrument flight simulator results were unfavorable, the flight test
symbology. terminology, and mechanization for both program could be terminated prior to committing
head-up (HUD) and head-down displays, The significant funds,
standard was to address the use of the HUD as a
primary flight reference and the presence of a Due to the lack of specific performance
prominent, centrally located primary attitude display, criteria against which the HUD symbology could be

evaluated, it was decided that the HUD would be
According to AFM 51-37 however, current validated by determining whether pilot performance

HUDs "do not provide attitude cues sufficient to using the provisional HUD symbology favorably
enable the pilot to maintain full-time attitude compared to that using existing head-down
awareness or recover from some unusual attitudes instrumentation, Therefore, it became the objective
and therefore should not be used as the primary of this validation effort to I) evaluate pilot
source of attitude information," Therefore, the Air performance differences between the "provisional"
Force Instrument Flight Center (USAFIIFC) and Air HUD symbology suite and a head-down Instrument
Force Materials Command (AFMC) were tasked suite, and 2) collect subjective questionnaire data
with the development and validation of a standard from operational fighter/attack and test pilots on the
for HUD symbology. appropriateness of tie symbology for instrument

flight as well as Identify any potential conflicts
In support of this tasking, the IFC and between the instrument flight symbology and other

AFMC began an extensive review of existing and mission symbology or requirements.
proposed HUD symbology being used both within
the Air Force and Navy as well as In other military

3



This report presents the results and Stick (HOTAS) controls, centralized flight
recommendations from the overall simulation instruments and Block 30 avionics suite, The side
program, The simulation program was conducted in control stick, throttle, a Block 25 Head-Up Display
two phases. Phase I describes the results from the with a 20 x 16 degree Instantaneous field-of-view
initial simulation effort that was designed to validate and a 25 x 25 total field-of-view, and flight controls
the provisional symbology as a primary flight were actual F-16 components, The only
reierence. Phase II was initiated due to deficiencies modification to the F-16 flight instruments was the
Identified during the fillow-on flight test program, replacement of the primary Attitude Indicator (Al)
These deficiencies were further investigated and with a flight director equipped Attitude Directional
were brought to resolution prior to initiation of the Indicator (ADI). All other instruments, controls, and
second phase. Phase II describes these deficiencies, displays were simulated using locally available
the proposed solutions as well as the results and equipment. A photograph of the cockpit including
conclusions, all head-down instrumentation Is shown in Figure 2.

el•.ea1 Ila// l Saeen$ Generation. An IMAGE
PHASEI Hl"T Visual System was mounted directly in front of

the F-16 simulator, The IMAGE HliT system

METHOD presented collimated computer generated imagery
representing the outside world to the pilot. Three
monitors presented a contiguous 1200 visual scene

Apparatus directly in front of and to the left and right of the
pilot's seated position. The IMAGE lilT system had

Cew S•ttlon Zvluatoen FacUlty, The study was the capability to provide a variety of special effects
perfbrmed at the CSEF, an Air Force simulation including weather, time of day, continuous terrain
facility that Is managed by the Crew Station and (linked data bases), texture, and airfield lighting,
Human Factors Section (ASC/3NECS) in the Crew
Systems Branch (ASC/BNEC), The branch Is part of HUD OGaphics GeMerator. The HUD symbology
the Support Systems Engineering Division was generated using a Vector General symbol
(ASC/ENE) contained within the Directorate for generator, while a PDP 11/34 computer mapped and
Integrated Engineering and Technical Management controlled the HUD's position, Gould 32/7780 and
(ASCIBN). The fkcility supports System Program 32/8730 mainframe computers sent the flight
Offices and other Air Force laboratories In their parameters to the PDP computers to enable it to
acquisition engineering through pilot vehicle position the stroke symbology so the pilot can use the
interface evaluations using man-in-the-loop HUD to fly the simulator.
simulation. Currently, the CSEF has the capability
to perform fall and part mission simulations for a Exp#bemeflOP s Console. The experimenter's
variety of aircraft including the F-16, F-i 1, F-22,, console (See Figure 3) included a complete intercom
and KC-135. system for up to four test engineers/observers and the

pilot, The console duplicated all electronic displays
F-16 Sbmulator. The CSEF F-16C simulator was (HUD, MFDs, DED, etc.) and provided "quick-look"
used during this study (see Figure 1). The simulator feedback on pilot performance, From the console,
was constructed using a salvaged single-seat F-16 the test engineer controlled simulator operation and
cockpit, truncated In front of the forward portion of selected appropriate test parnmeters (test subject
the windscreen, and approximately 57 inches behind number, test conditions, etc.).
the canopy hinge. The undercarriage was removed,
and the floor panel section sat on small canister-type Baseline Head-Up Display. During a December
wheels. The simulator did not employ a motion 1990 meeting of the Instrument Standardization
base, The cockpit controls and displays were Working Group a basic instrument standard was
configured to the F-16C Multi-National Staged drafted to govern the development and validation of
Improvement Programn (MSIP) Block 30 design that basic flight Instruments. It was to these
included two 4x4 inch monochrome MultiFunction requirements that the present baseline HUD
Displays (MFDs), an Integrated Controe Panel (ICP), symbology was designed. They are as follows:
a Data Entry Display (DED), Hands-On Throttle and
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Pigure 1. CSEF F~-16 Simulato

Flgurc 2. F-16 Qgkniltn1mnIil



Figure 3, Elporimenter Console

There are several features of the present HUD that
a) Basic Standard: Primary flight instrumentation were designed specifically to respond to one or more
must always be present and must provide full-time of the above requirements, The following is a brief
attitude, altitude and airspeed information; an review of the significant features of the baseline
immediately discernible attitude recognition HUD symbology suite and their intended
capability, and unusual attitude recovery contribution to the compliance of the basic
capability; and unambiguous and complete fault instrument standard.
indications,

Climbldive marker (CDAf). As the 1989 Instrument
b) The elements of information which support the Standardization Working Group Study reported,
basic standard must be positioned and arranged in pilots have become accustomed to using the HUD as
a manner which enables the pilot to perform a a primary flight reference, One of the fundamental
natural crosscheck, benefits of the HUD, and therefore one of the reasons

it has achieved such wide use as a primary reference,
c) Elements which support the basic standard will is the presentation of the velocity vector as the
be standardized in terminology, symbology, primary control reference, Using traditional pitch
mechanization and arrangement, referenced displays requires the pilots to integrate

their pitch attitude, vertical velocity and angle-of-
d) For a single medium display (e g,, head-up or attack to determine aircraft flight path. The
head-down multifunction display) to uolely satistý incorporation or' the flight path marker (FPM) has
flight instrumentation requirements, It must eliminated the need for these mental gymnastics by
adhere to the basic standard and will always indicating where the aircraft to going rather than
display climb/dive angle (or pitch and vertical where It is pointed (i.e., pitch attitude). Although
velocity) bank angle, barometric altitude, few would argue that flight path is a more intuitive
indicated/calibrated airspeed and a prominent reference for precise flight path control, it does have
horizon, some deficiencies that have, in part, prohibited the

adoption of the HUD as a primary flight reference
display by the Air Force.
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pilots have found when using a flight path marker
One feature of existing HUDM that has they could place the control reference over a position

contributed to the hesitance by the Air Force to adopt in space to be assured that the aircraft would fly
it as a primary flight reference is the lack of stability through that space, A compromise between display
of the flight path marker, The FPM, unlike the fixed stability and conformality was achieved by
pitch reference, is much moto dynamic within the incorporating a CDM, to which the climb/dive
HUD field-of-view (FOV). Thes dynamic effects ladder (i.e,. pitch ladder) is referenced and a velocity
are caused In the horizontal axis by drift due to vector symbology that remains conformal to the
crouswinds and sideslip due to pilot induced yaw, outside world.
and in the vertical axis by the inertial lap resulting
from transient motion responses to flight control Once we decided to incorporate a CDM
inputs. This resultant lag in the velocity vector referenced display, a second compromise had to be
causes a displacement of the FPM within the FOV of achieved. If the CDM is to remain fixed on the
the HUD. During highly dynamic maneuvering, this vertical centerline of the HUD thus allowing no
displacement can often render the FPM useless as a lateral movement of the symbol, conformality
control reference, between the HUD horizon line and the real world

horizon line cannot, be maintained during high-
For example, the displacement of the PPM drift/high-bank angle maneuvers. The compromise

can cause two undesirable effects, First, the solution was to allow slight lateral movement of the
displacement of the PPM also displaces all the CDM to maintain fuil-time horizon correlation. The
symbols that are positioned relative to the FPM (i.e., specific mechanization Implemented was such that
ILS/TACAN symbology, Climb/Dive Ladder), The the amount of the lateral displacement became a
motion and displacement of the symbols make the function of the magnitude of the beta angle, bank
HUD symbology more difficult to read, Secondly, angle, and angle-of-attack such that maximum
the displacement of the PPM by the transient AOA deflection was achieved when the beta angle, bank
may cause the pilot to overshoot a desired climb-dive angle and angle-of-attack were all high.
angle which may result in pilot induced oscillations
as he attempts to racquire. Quickening. To overcome the problem of vertical

instability, the position of the CDM was
Two featurus were incorporated into the "quickened," The goal of "quickening" was to filter

provisional HUD to compensate for thu dynamic out the transient AOA caused by inertial lags, Take
characteristics of the FPM in both the vertical and for example, a situation where the pilot is on
lateral axes. Caging of the FPM eliminated the approach and is below the desired glideslope. The
lateral displacement of the control reference from the pilot makes an appropriate nose-up correction to
center-line of the HUD caused by excessive beta reduce the rate of descent. Initially, both the ladder
angles while quickening reduced the vertical and CDM will dip downward In the display
displacement of the PPM caused by aircraft inertia reflecting the pitch attitude change resulting from
during aircraft maneuvering, the control input, This is not a delay in the display

but rather the effect of aircraft inertia causing flight
Caging, Caging Is a means by which the lateral path to lag instantaneous changes in pitch attitude,
displacement of the PPM is restricted to eliminate Once the pilot achieves the desired pitch attitude and
the adverse effects of large beta angles caused by terminates the control input, the CDM, overcoming
excessive crosswinds or sideslip, The concept of the the effect of inertia, continues to rise stabilizing
caged FPM, hereafter referred to as the Climb/dive approximately one second after the control input was
marker (CDM), as the primary control reference is terminated, Under such conditions, the pilot is
not a new idea as many current aircraft including F- required to lead the CDM to achieve the desired
16 and F-1 incorporate a similar feature called drift flight path angle and prevent control overshoots. If
cutout. The benefit of the CDM and drift cutout is the pilot fails to lead compensate the CDM, he or she
that it stabilizes the primary flight symbology within becomes susceptible to pilot induced oscillation and
the lateral axis of the HUD by removing the effect of potential loss of situational awareness.
beta (i,e., drift due to winds or sideslip),

Evaluations conducted by the Naval Air
The major drawback to using a strictly Test Center concluded that during approach and

caged CDM as the aircraft control reference Is that landing, a washed-out pitch attitude lead term results
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in superior performance while a pitch rate lead term angles. In an attempt to maximize hemispheric
is more appropriate for the highly dynamic asymmetry, several techniques were adopted.
maneuvers occurring during up-and-away flight
(Huff and Kessler, 1989), a) The most universally accepted technique was to

dash the ladder lines in the lower hemisphere
Climb/Dive Ladder, Two other inherent problems while the upper hemisphere lines remain solid,
with using the HUD as opposed to a conventional
ADI as a primary source of attitude information are b) A second technique adopted was bending the
1) the limited field of view of the HUD, and 2) the positive ladder lines half the climb/dive angle the
lack of contrast provided by the climb/dive ladder in line represents (Example: the 200 climb/dive line
representing positive and negative climb/dive angles. was articulated at 100 relative to the horizon). At
Ladder compression and formatting techniques were higher climb/dive angles, the lines formed a
developed in an attempt to counter these Inherent funnel pointing toward the horizon; this effect was
weaknesses. enhanced by placing the tabs on the inside of the

ladder lines. This technique not only provided
Ladder compression. A conventional ADI provides asymmetry between hemispheres, but also a sense
the pilot +/- 45 degrees of attitude reference on of relative magnitude of climb (e.g,, the greater the
either side of the pitch reference symbol, some articulation, the greater the climb angle). This
EADI. are capable of +/- 90 degrees. At best, approach has shown promise in previous research;
current HUDs are capable of providing +/- 13 however, there remains some concern regarding
degrees of climb/dive reference, The effect is the the potential loss of gross roll perception caused by
same as if the pilot were looking at the ADI through the articulation of the ladder lines (Ward and
a straw, at high pitch rates, the lines of the Hasoun, 1989; Weinstein and Ercoline, 1990),
climb/dive ladder pass through the HUD FOV so fa For this reason, articulation was incorporated only
that timely interpretation of aircraft attitude is near on the positive climb/dive lines. This decision war
impossible, based on the argument that if an error in roll

assessment were to occur, it is Is critical if it
In an attempt to "slow down" the rate at occurs during a steep climb as opposed to a steep

which the climb/dive ladder passed through the dive.
HUD, the ladder was compressed. Historically, the
climb/dive ladder has been drawn conformal to the c) A third technique adopted was the tapering of
outside visual scene meaning that the 100 line the dive ladder lines so that the lines got shorter as
overlies a point 100 above the horizon. The the dive angle they represented got larger, This
incorporation of compression, however, caused the approach had the same advantage as articulation
ladder to lose conformality with the outside visual without the potential roll confusion often
scene, In order to maintain conformal with the associated with articulation. For these reasons,
outside visual scene, the compression ratio of the tapering was incorporated for the negative
ladder was mechanized to change as a function of climb/dive lines.
climb/dive angle such that the ladder was not
compressed, or 1:1 ratio with the outside visual The combination of the ladder articulation
scene, from 0 to +/-5 degrees and increased linearly for the positive lines and tapering for the negative
to 4.4:1 ratio with the outside visual scene at the served to further enhance the asymmetry between up
zenith and nadir. Therefore, the ladder remained and down. In addition, the magnitude of bend or
conformal about the horizon, maintaining taper provided a gross indication of the severity of
conformality during ground referenced flight such as climb or dive,
approach and landing and low level navigation, and
compressed at larger climb/dive angles where Ladder Numbering. Traditionally, flight path
outside correlation was not a high priority. A ladders numbers are placed \on both sides of the
detailed description of the compression algorithms is ladder. This was required because the drift of the
provided in Appendix A. flight path marker often caused one side of the

ladder to drift outside the FOV of the HUD. When
Ladder format, The second limitation of the HUD in flying a quickened and caged CDM, the ladder did
providing sufficient attitude reference was its lack of not drift away from the center of the HUD, thus
contrast between positive and negative climb/dive eliminating the requirement to number both sides of
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the ladder. Furthermore, placement of ladder trial. Upon initiation, a tone was presented to the
numbers on only the left side of the ladder provided pilot through the headset, after which the pilot would
an additional cue to roll orientation; if the numbers open his eyes and recover the simulator,
were on the riSht, the aircraft was inverted; if
numbers were on the left, the aircraft was upright. Due to limitations with the follow-on flight

test aircraft, and our desire to maintain consistency
The baseline HUD symbology implemented between flight teot and simulator procedures, the

for Phase is presented in Figure 4. pilot was instructed not to exceed the maximum of
4.0 Go during the recovery, A variable feuency

Subjects tone was presented to the pilot during the recovery to
assist in awareness of the 0 limit, A 5-Hz tone was

A total of 23 volunteer pilots participated us presented at 3.0 MO, a 10-Hz tone for 3.5 Os, and a
subJects in the simulator validation effort, Pilots solid tone was presented if the 4.0 G limit was
participating in this study included three test pilots exceeded,
from the Air Fore Flight Test Center, one IFC pilot
and 19 TAP pilots, A brief review of the number The trial auto-terminated once the pilot
and flying experience of the pilots who participated achieved and maintained level flight for 5
in the evaluation is provided In Table 1. consecutive seconds. Level flight was defined as +/-

So gamma and +/.So roll. Upon termination, the
Table 1, SublHct pilot exIM HUD symbology was blanked or the headtdown

attitude reference was reset to a 0/0 condition.
Ak*eMA No otpllat Avs HUD Baqwlw on.)

7.16 I "S Pilots were Instructed to use AFM 51-37
A-1O 6 ass procedures during the recovery from unusual
F.1S 7 940 attitudes. Back pressure on the stick was not to be
A-7 4 930 applied until a positive lift vector had been achieved

TOM 23 930 (i.e., aircraft was within 900 of the horizon). The

Procedure pilot was further instructed on the use of the throttle
during the recovery, If initial conditions bad the
aircraft in a nose.hiSh condition and below 300Ix*uma r yhV Fasks. Three flight tasks were knot, the correct throttle input was to full roil-

developed for the evaluation, each designed to power. IV initial conditions had the aircraft in a
require extensive use of the Information presented nose-low configuration and above 300 knots, the
via the symbology sets, The three task included (1) correct throttle input was to idle. Otherwise, throttle
unusual attitude recovery, (2) precision approach, could be maintained at the middle position (i.e., 80%
and (3) precision instrument control. power setting).

Unusual Attitude Recovery. The primary concern Table 2, Unusual Attitude Conditions
regarding the adoption of the HUD as a primary
flight reference is its ability to eflctilvely provide the UamslAWllus r" RolI4-0 .135
ailot with clear and unambiguous aircraft attitude 2 40 o
information. Many of the weakneses attributed to 3 40 60

the HUD stem from its lack of sufficient cues for 4 -30 .905 -30 -45
attitude referencing. The unusual attitude recovery 6 .30 .45
task was included in this evaluation as a means of 7 30 .135
asessing the pilot's ability to rapidly assimilate and 8 30 .60
correctly act upon Information presented in a head- 9 30 90
up format. I1 60 45

12 60 120
Each unusual attitude recovery trial began

with the pilot's tyes closed and the throttle set to a
mid-range position. The simulator was set to one of
the 12 initial conditions listed in Table 2, When the
pilot was ready, the experimenter would initiate the
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Figure 41
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Precision Instiment Control Task The Precision and 3150) which positioned the simulator for a 450
Instr•ment Control Task (PICI) consisted of a series intercept of the final approach cours, of 2680 at a
of instrument maneuvers requiring the pilot to DMB of 12.8 miles. Once the pilot had trimmed the
maintain preise rontrol over various flight aircraft, data collection was Initiated by pressing the
parameters, Each trial began with the simulator cursor control switch on the throttle. The pilot was
established at level flight at 8400W 250 knots, and a instructed to maintain initial altitude, airspeed and
heading of 2550. Upon initiation by the heading until the flight director began commanding
oxperimenter, th. simulator was taken out of reset a left turn to intercept the final approach course,

and placed in position freeze mode which enabled Upon initiating the turn to the approach course the
the pilot to trim the airoraft without changing pilot was instructed to establish an approach airspeed
horizontal position, On the pilot's mark, the of 140 kts prior to glidealope intercept, The pilot
simulator was taken out of the position freeze mode then flew the flight director to decision height at
and data collection began, The pilot was vetbally which time he would again press the cursor control
instruted by the experimenter to complete a series of switch to terminate data collection,
scripted insument maneuvers. Following easch
instrument maneuver, the pilot was to maintain level In order to increase the difficulty of the
flight for a period of 15 seconds prior to initiation of task, six wind gust models were developed, At
the next maneuver, The task consisted of a total of various points throughout the profile the wind
11 segments a depicted in Figure 5. models would orchestrate changes in both nuanitude

and direction of wind, thus simulating wind shear
Pilots were instructed to perlbrm all climbe condition, Wind direction varied from 0 to 360

and dives at 30 flight path angle. All decreases in degrees, while wind velocity varied from 0 to 15
airspeed were to be conducted at idle power while all knots, Wind models were randomly msignd to
increases in airspeed were to be conducted at the individual data trials.
discretion of the pilot.

PMfW Tf ,Ms. Upon arrival, each pilot participated
in a 2-hour classroom training ssion, Included was
a detailed description of the geomenty, ftnotionality

ý..w and mechanization of the HUD symboloy and some
suggestion regarding specific strategies on how the
asymbology might bet be used, Additionally them
was a description of each of the three aks to be
flown during the evaluation,

After the classroom instructions, a brief tet
was administered to ensure the pilots' undemranding

I" of the symbology, tasks, and ojoctives of the
R-A INA evaluation, Each pilot then flew the simulator to

a•in experience with both the inctionality of the
symbology and the instrument flying tasks. Pilots
continued training flights until an acceptable level of

us proficiency had been achieved, and the pilots felt
comfortable with their understanding and use of the
mymbology, Perfbrmance was monitored from the

J~mj experimenter's station. Total training time in the
simulator for each pilot lasted approximately 3

us hours,

Figure 5. Precision Instrument Control Task. Data Colectio Sessions. Each pilot flew a total of
six 45-minute sessions. Each session consisted of a

ILSApproach. Upon release of the simulator by the block of 12 unusual attitude recoveries, a precision
experimenter, the pilot was instructed to trim the approach, a second block of 12 unusual attitude
aircraft to establish himself on initial altitude, recoveries, and concluding with the precision
airsped and heading conditions (i.e., 9500ft, 19Okta
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instrument control task, Pilots completed the six Table 4. Precision Approach Phase Recognition

data collection sessions over the course of 3 days.

Data Collection

The priumry objective of this evaluation was
to compare pilot flying perfbrmance data between
the provisional HUD symbology standard and a Pilot Questionnaires
traditional olectro-mechanical head-down instrument
suite. Several dependent objective measures were At the conclusion of data collection, each
collected and analyzed fbr each of the tree subject pilot was ioned to complete a debrief
experimental flying tasks. The fbllowln8 paragraphs questilonare. A copy of the qumetionnre given to
describe these measrs: the pilots Is provided in Appendix B,

Unwael AW*de RwneY. Two dependent
performance measures were collected during unusual PHASE I RESULTS
attitude recovery tau : 1) reaction time (defined as
the time hoam trial initiation to first correct control A review of the pearbrmance data means fbr
input by the pilot), and 2) accuracy of the initial each of the flying tasku performed during the
lateral stick input (roll/pitch) by the pilot, evaluation is provided In Table 5. A p<0.05 level

was used a a criterion fbr rejecting the nullP makWs /na w wm m Co mboL The Precision hyp othesis,

Instrument Control Task was segmented into 11
phases. The definitions of thres 11 phae as Unusual Attitude Recovery
provided in Table 3. During these phases, five
dependent measure. were collected: 1) headin&g 2) attitude
altitude, 3) airspeed, 4) bank angle, and 5) flight Data collected durion the unusual corre
path angie. For each of these variables, Root Mean rcovero t included cractinitialme to irs colenctSiuaro (RMS) cau eecltae o l ontrol input, and accuracy of' initial control input.

Sq)values were calculated fr all Pilots' reaction time and error rate data were
appropriate profile selments analyzed using two one-way repeated measures

1/,8 Aprw The Precision Approach " was Analym of Variance (ANOVA). The first ANOVA

segmented into five phase. A definition of thes compared two display conditions (HUD vs. HDD) fbr

five phases Is provided in Table 4. During the nose-up unusual attitude recoveries. The second

dogleg and approach phases five dependent meaure compared the sam two display conditions hbr all
wer coloc : 1 h~ S.2) ltiude 3)&1nosedw n unusual attitude recoveries. Neither ofwere ollected: 1) hadin 2) altitude, 3) ar , the analyses indicated the presence of a iificant

4) glideslope deviation, and 5) localizer deviation, difference between the two display conditions ifo
For each of these variables, RMS values were either reaction time or error rate.
calculated for all appropriate profile segmentse

Table 3, Precision Instrument Control Trak Phase Precision Instrument Control

One-way repeated measures ANOVAs were
conducted to identify pilot perfbrmance diffbrences
between the two display conditions, head-up and
head-down, during the precision instrument control
task. Results indicated a statistically significant

-1main effect fbr display type with pilots perfbrming
4 +j1 better when using the HUD over the HDD fbr RMS

i Altitude Deviation, F1,22)-16,S9, p<0.0005; RMS
Airspeed Deviation, F(1,22)-97.13, p<O.O1; RMS
Flight Path Angle, F(1,22)-96.57, p<0,0001 and
RMS Heading Deviation, F(I,22)-19.01, p<0,0003.
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ILS Approsch with the head-down instrumentation, Several pilot.
commented that the trend is most likely duo to the

One-way repeted measures ANov~4 wer greater exposure that pilots have had to the head-
also conducted to ldenti pilot perfbnuance down instrumentation and felt that the comparable
difibrences between the two display conditions, head. comfort level could be achieved given extended use
up AnM had~down, during the ILS approach task. Of the HUD.
The results of the analysis indicatexi a statistically
significant performance enhancement when using With regard to the ILS and PICT tasks,
the HUD ove the HDD for DM8 Altitude Deviation, pilots were unanimous in their preforence for the
R 1.22)-S 1.81, p<~0.000 1, RM8 Airspeed Deviaton, HUD. A complete review of the pilot responses to
F(1,22)6,2, p<0,O016, RM5 cludeslopo eviation. the debrief questionnaires is provided in Appendix
F(1,22)-26.58, p-M0,0001, RM8 Lecalizer Deviation, Q.
Fr 1,22)-23.89, p<0,000I.

Table S. MW eslts ofa

Unusual Attitude Recovery
HUD HDD

Reaction Time (s)_______
NoseUp 1.498 1.514
Non-Down 1.466 1.433

Response Accuracy IwM 1O Ii.." naM AU. A#MS Alms

Nowe-Up 95.9% 97.5% Pion 6. Pilot e~swuasto thuwatemnwtIwu able torapidly
Nose-Down 97.8% 98.5% ,olonin wwuua M&IWUi MUI

Precision Instrmuent Control * Hesd4J EedJ
HUD HDD

DM5 A/S Dev "kt) 3.348 5,186'
DM8 Gamma Dev (deg) 0.485 1.108'0DM8 Bank Dev (deg) 2.800 2.602RMS Heading Dev (dog) 1.016 1,5140

ELS Approach ~~.
HUD HDD mus. Ohsage. Oksge Asem Age. Asse

DM8 Heading Dov (dog) 1,314 18948 FimeS7. Pilot Ruo~mosto thum oldwt *At RM slamat Ow
DM8 Alt Dev (ft) 38.394 75.0440 dfslay Iwas ablesto dstsmrnbw Acdoowouo *a ~twes
DM8 A/S Dev (kts) 20 6.492' eutlfb ooy
RMS CIS Dev (dog) 0.246 0.3820
DM8 Local Dev (dog) 0.095 0.141' PHASE I CONCLUSION

*- significant at the p<0.05 level The results of the Phase I evaluation

Pilo Quaionnlressuggested that during precision instrument control
Pilo Quetlonafruand precision ILS approach tasks, pilots perfbrmed

significantly better when flying with the HUD an
In general, pilot response to the HUD their primtary flight reference, as opposed to the

symbology was positive. Figures 6 and 7 Indicate standard F-16 electro-mechanlical instrumentation,
that for both head-up and head-down presentations, For the unusuial attitude recovery task, however, the
the pilots were able to uffbctlvely interpret attitude results suggested that pilots' reaction times were not
Informuation, These responses further Indicate that significantly different between head-up and head-
although pilots were coafldent of their attitude using down Instrumentation, A review of the debrief
the HUD, they expressed a higher degree of comfort commnents suggested that pilots were comfortable
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with the notion of using this HUD symbology and The Phase II mechanization provided that
mechanization as a primary flight reference, in the event the CDM became limited by the IFOV,

the ladder would remain referenced to the climb/dive
marker. Such a mechanization provided the pilotPHASE UI with a consistent control reference which continually
presented accurate climb/dive angle information,

Based on the outcome of the simulator The down side to this approach was the lo
evaluation the decision was made to initiate the of correlation between the climb/dive ladder and the
flight teat portion of the validation proess. As a outside world when the CDM became limited. This
result of this flight test program, several Issues type of mwhanzatiJn created some concern in low
regarding symbology format, symbology speed situations. One of the cues that pilots often
mechanization and evaluation procedures were use to determine that the aircraft is approaching a
identified. Issues identified by the flight test stall condition in exitin HUDs Is the depression of
program were as follows: the CDM as the angleofattack increases,

Cqau Me#Am ,un. During the Phale I The modified mechanization did not
timulatlon program, the Climb/dive marker (CDM) provide this form of cueing. To compensate for this
was mechanized such that the symbol was restricted deficiency, the mechanization was supplemented
to the centerlino of the Total Field-of-View CIROV) such that when the CDM became limited at the
of the HUD. However, in order to maintain horizon 7OV, the CDM was replaced with a dashed or
correlation at high bank and drift angles, the "ghosted' CDM and an analog Vertical Velocity
mechanization also allowed for the drifting of the Indicator (VVI) was displayed about the altitude
CDM from the HUD centerline. The flight test scale (See Appendix A). The dashing of the CDM
pilots reported that under high bank angle/high cued the pilot to the high AOA condition while the
crosswind conditions, the CDM was permitted to VVI provided sink rate information.
drift toward the outer edges of the Instantaneous
Field-of-View (IFOV). Pilot comments during the CHOMs/Wrnt Leddw. The ftndamentsl concept
flight test program indicated that this particular behind the design of the climb/dive ladder adopted in
mechanization inhibited their ability to rapidly the provisional HUD was to incorporate as much
determine their attitude and thus affecting recovery asymmetry as possible between positive and negative
performance, climb/dive angles, A significant element of this

asymmetry was the incorporation of articulated
As a result, a modification to the casing ladder lines to represent climb angles, and tapering

mechanization was implemented for Phase II, The lines to represent dive angles, The original design
new mechanization ensured strict caging of the called for the articulated lines to represent negative
CDM to the HUD centerline but at the expense of dive angles, However, there was some concern that
horizon correlation at high bank/beta angles, The the presence of articulated lines would inhibit
equations used to determine positioning of the CDM accurate interpretation of roll angle and potentially
relative to the FPM can be found in Appendix A. increase error rates for unusual attitude recoveries.

A study conducted to determine the effict of
Pich Th amamk . During Phase I simulation, the articulation on recovery accuracies seemed to
CDM, whenever limited at the MFV, would confirm this concern (Weinstein and Ercoline,
transition the climb/dive ladder, over a period of 2 1990). Because the nose-down recoveries were
seconds, from the CDM to the waterline reference, deemed more critical, the technical team decided
During flight testing, pilots reported that in many that if the articulation was a potential source of
cases the climb/dive ladder was in the course of confusion, the presentation of ladder articulation
transition from the CDM to the waterline reference should only occur for positive climb/dive angles.
upon initiation of the unusual attitude recovery, As
a result, the pilots were provided with no refbrence to However, during flight test, pilots reported
the attitude scale, creating confusion which my difficulty in recognizing their attitude during several
have adversely affected the pilots ability to interpret of the steep nose-down recoveries. In fact, further
the display. analysis of the Phase I simulation data appears to

confirm this finding, A post-hoc analysis of the
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Phase I simulator data for the -60W unusual attitude to pilots. Tihe reduced FPM provided the pilots with
recoveries indicated a significant difference between a salient representation of flight path while not
heed-up and head-down displays; F(1,22)-10.59, creating a distraction which might draw attention
p<0.0036. Men reaction time for the HUD was away ftom the CDM.
1.493s versus 1,411s for the head-down instruments
with essentially equivalent accuracy rates suggestins
that pilots actually perfmied better when presented PHASE II METHOD
with the articulad climb/dive ladder lines. Apparatus

Due to these conflictinj data, a follow-up

study was conducted to determine the appropriate Refer to Pher I of this report for a
configuration for the climb/dive ladder, articulated descriptior of the apparatus used during the Phase II
lires above the horizon or below the horizon evaluation.
(Hughes and Hassoun, 1992), Results of the study
Indicated that pilots actually periormed better when hBhs eas He d-Up D19,W. The baseline HUD
provided with articulated lines whether now-up or symbology used during Phase II in Figure 8. A
nose-down. A decision was then made, based on the detailed description of the geometry and
criticality of severe nose-low attitudes, to adopt a Amnctionality of symbology included in the
confi•uration which presented the articulated lines provisienol HUTD symbology standard is provided in
for negative climb/dive angles and straight-tapered Appea4n• A,
lines for positive climb/dive angles,

AOA4 5,r and LSwy Manqag t CWlhvg. Subjects
Recently, reewarcher at Brooks AFB conducted an A total of 15 volunteer pilots participated as subjects
evaluation comparing several AOA Error cueing In the simulator validation eflbrt. Pilots
symboloV with the incorporation of nergy participating in this study included three tes pilots
management cueing (Weinstein and Broollne, 1992). from the Air Force Flight Test Center, one IFC pilot
Results of the study indicated that an alternative to and I I TAF pilots. All of the pilots had at least
the AOA bracket currently used In the F.16 and F-15 some experience with instrument flying using HUD
actually resulted in superior pilot perfrmance. symbology. A review of pilot experience levels is
Therre, the AOA Error Worm (se Appendix A) provided In Table 6.
was incorporated into the provisional staard for
the Phase II evaluation. Results also indicated that Table 6. Subl&IC eliot axoerien&
airspeed control was futher enhanced by the
incorporation of a longitudinal acceleration or £ N ofmi mLnilo A vg
energy management cue, The cue was to be used in
conjunction with the AOA Error cue to correct A-10 3 940
airspeed to maintain appropriate AOA. P.15 4 940

A-7 1 300
CVWd/te kekv. end l•ikt Path M r1. The To"b is 70
final significant change to the provisional standard
was the modification to the CDM and the 7PM, Procedure
There was concern that adopting the symbol
geometry of what has previously represented flight Indnmsem Flying uamk& The three tasks (1)
path as the climb/dive marker could generate unusual attitude recovery, (2) precision approach,
confusion for the pilots, For this reason, a new and (3) precision instrument maneuvering developed
symbol was created to represent climb/dive angle during the Phase I simulation were modified for
(see Appendix A) and the original geometry of the Phase II based on lessons learned during the Phase I
FPM was maintained. However, to eliminate the flight test program. These modifications are as
potential for distraction and conf/sion, the PPM follows'.
symbol was reduced to 30% of its original size. The
reduction was neceuay because the conflict between
the two symbols (i.e., CDM and FPM) has been
shown to create confusion and serve as a distraction
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Figure 8, Modiflod HUD Sym~bology
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Unusual Attitude Recovery. The same unusual
attitude recovery procedure was used in Phase II as Air-to-Ground Weapons Delivery, An air-to-ground
in Phase I with two exeptions. Lessns learned mision profile was developed in which pilots were
from the flight test program stressed the importance required to navigate at low level to a target area,
of dynamic entry into the unusual attitude, Phase I perform a pop-up maneuver, and deliver a weapon to
trials were nintiated with the aircraft in a static a predefined target location, The profile monsistWd of
position at 0* AOA and therefore any effects due to three targets and five waypeints.
aircraft dynamics would not have been
demonstrated, As a result, all Phase 1 trials were Pilots were instructed to navigats from
initiated by having a robot pilot fly the simulator into waypoint to waypoint while maintaining 300 ft AOL
the desired configuration at which time the start tone and approximately 480 kts. When approaching the
was presented, instructing the pilot to open his eyes target area the profile called for an action-off to the
and recover the aircraft, right 30%, a 300 climb to 4000 ft and a left roil-in to

the target area. Upon acquiring the target, pilots
The second modification was the were instructed to switch to the air-to-ground mode

incorporation of winds during the recoveries. Flight for weapons delivery. After release, pilots erened
test pilots reported that the lateral movement of the to the left, switched back to NAV mode and
CDM during the Phase I flight test was significantly proceeded to the next waypoint, Upon egress from
aggravated by the presence of gusting crosswind, To the final target area, the simulator was reset to the
ensure that such eflWcts were demonstrated in Phase initial conditions for the next mission. Winds varied
II simulation, variably gusting winds from 30 to 45 from 10 to 20 kts coming from either thc north or
kts were incorporated into the simulation. The south to achieve maximum drift effects,
implementation of the robot pilot coupled with the
incorporation of the crosswind model more closely In performing the minion, the baseline
approximated conditions experienced during flight HUD was supplemented with three additional
testing, symbols: steer point index, point.of.interet box, and

Continuously Computed Impact Point (CCIP) with
Precision Instrument Control Task Pilots during bombfll line. (Note: Thes symbols do not
Phase II were Instructed to fly the PICT in the -ame represent an attempt to standardize minion
fashion as during Phae I, The only difference symbology but were used merely for demonstration.)
between the procedure used during Phase I and The symbols used during the air-to-ground missions
Phme H was the incorporation of a East/West are presented in Figures 9 and 10.
version of the piofile tsed in Phas I in which each
of the heading flown were 1800 out of phase, Trials The steerpoint index symbol provided the
were randomly assigned to one of the two profiles. pilot with command steering from waypoint to

waypoint. The symbol was mechanized such that it
Precision Approach, The procedures for Phase II provided steer cueing relative to the CDM. By
were identical to tlqmp implemented during Phase I. banking the aircraft until the cue centered on the

CDM, the pilot navigated from point to point. When
The focus of the validation eflbrt was placed the cue centered on the CDM during level flight the

primarily on the use of the HUD a a primary flight aircraft was on a direct course to the next
reft =n@ during Instrument flying tasks, However, waypoint/target,
if saopted as a standard, it is paramount that the
symbology also be compatible with the requirements The point-of-interest box designated the
of other minion tasks (ie,, low-level navipation, air- position of the current point-of.interes (ie,,
to-ground/air-to-air engagements etc,). Therefore, waypoint or target). The box was positioned on the
the combined use of the standard symbology with HUD such that would overlay the location of the
other minion essential symbology was to be point-of-interest on the visual scene. During the
demonstrated as part of the overall validation effort. weapon delivery, it was used in similar fashion a a
The air-to-ground weapons delivery task described target designator, cueing the pilot to the target
below was developed for the sole means of location,
ident11ging potential incompatibilities between the
baseline symbology and existing air-to-ground The CCIP was used to represent the weapon
minion symbology. impact point given an instantaneous weapon release,
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The CCIP was connected to the FPM by the evaluation is provided in Table 7, A p<0O0 5 level
bombfail line, The pilots used the CCIP and was used as a criterion for rejecting the null
bozubfail line by controlling aircraft flight path such hypothesis.
that the PPM was positioned just fore of the target
ame allowing the bombfhll line to blsec the target Unusual Attitude Recovery
area. As the aimrcrftingressed to the target the CCIP
began approaching the target are. When the CCJP Data collected during the unusual attitude
overlaid the target area, the pilot depressed the reovery tasl Included reaction, time to first correct
weapon release switch releasing the weapon, The control input *and accuracy of initial control input.
algorithm used to calculate impact point was baned pilotst reaction time and accracy rate data were
on current P.16 Block 30 mechanization. anlye as a comparson of HEM and HDD using

four onwwuy ANOVAs for each flight path angleNrI TraIusbt. For the three instrument tasks for condition (600, 300, .300,, apd -600), The ANOVAs
which data were to be collected, training was ludlicted no significant malti efiects for display type.
conducted in similar fthhion as during Phain 1. However, there appeIars to bc a defiite trend toward
Because the alr..to-ground mission was being fiOch1 higher response accuracy while using the HUD for
for demonstration purposes only, no formal training the -60 condition, f(l, 14)n31S9, p<0.0790, and thes.
was provided; however, pilots were encouraged to fly 300 condition, F(I, 14)-n4, 17, p<0.0604.
as many missions as simulator time allowed, All
Pilots flew a minimum of six missions prior to
completing the debrief questionnaire. Preciso~n Instrument Control

Data olletionA one-way repeated measntes, analysis of
The ertrmace easuand colecaid variance was conducted on the data to identify pilot

during Phase 11 were the same as those collected conditions, Hdiarnde between duin the Prec isiony
during Phase 1. Rehor to Phase I Data Collection for ondnt ControlU tand. AD duing thae I results

a reiewof vriales ollcteddurng ech askIndicated a statistically significant performance
SWVJ. Ik aditon o de dta ollcte duing enhancement when using the HUD for RMS Altitude

SWORD 1,n1 addtinso tindtacollecated th jdurin Deviation, F(1,14)-61,23, p,<0.0001,, 11M Airspeed
Phklase Domhsein alsnc rSORrtD) theSujie Deviation, F(1,14)-30.15, p<c0.0001, 11MS Flight

Worklad Dminane (SORD) tecnque Path Angle, F(1,14)w106.39, p<0,0001; RMS
(Vadulich, 1989), SWORD uses A series Of relative Heading Deviation, P(l, 14)-5.7 1, p<0.03 16.
Judgments comparing the relative workload of
different task and display conditions. These relative
judgments are used to a generate a mean rating for uLS Approach
each talk/display configuration which are in turn
statistically compared. The SWORD analysis was A one-way repeated measures ANOVA was
conducted using a 2x3 repeated measures ANOVA conducted on the data to identify pilot porfbrmance
comparing display type~ (HDD vs, HUD) and diffbrencms between the two display conditions, HUD
Instrument flying task (UAR vs. ILS, vs. PICTr). A and HDD, during the ILS, Approach task. Analyse
copy of the SWORD data collection sheets am indicated a statistically significant pefformance
provided in Appendix D. enhancement when using the HKUD over the HDD for

Pilot Q2esionalrenurs. At the conclusion of data R.MS Altitude Deviation, F(1,14)-33.80, p<0.0001,
collection each subject pilot was asked to complete a RMs Aiirspe Deviation, F(1, 14)314.85, p<0.0018,
debrief questionnaire. A copy of the questionnaire RSLclzrDvain ~,1)324,p0001
given to the Pilote is provided in Appendix E. SWORD

PHASE Il RESULTS
A 2x3 ANOVA of the SWORD data

A review of the performance data means for indicated a significant interaction betwwn display
each of the flying tasks performed during the type (HUD vs. HDD) and task (Mitiisual Attitude

Recovery vs. ILS, Approach vs. Precision Inutniment
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Control), F(2,22)-22,44, p<0O.0001. An analysis of * Head-UP *~dOw
the simple main effects by task indicated at
significant reduction in workload foir the HUD
during the ILS Approach, F(1, 11)-54.62, p<0.0001;
and Precision Instrument Control, F(l,ll)1l4.99, I
p<0.0026. However, the reverse was true foir the

* ~~Unusual Attitude Recovery, showing a sttistically I I ~
significant reduction in workload for the HDD 'ri

durng& unusual attitude recoveries, F(1,11)in4.88,
*p<0,0494. Means for the SWORD ratings 111 11cA V AR

presented graphically in Figure 11. Pn IL S WORD Dat

Table 7. rommdtnm Questionnaires

Unsa tiudJeoeyHD HDD As in Phase 1, pilot response to the HUD
Reaction Time (a) symbology was positive. Figures 12 and 13 indicate
60" Gamma 1,399 1.403 the pilots' perceived ability to interpret attitude
300 Gammna 1.346 1.330 information presented in the HUtD versus head-
-300 Gammna 1,224 1.320 down. These responses Indicate that although pilots
..60t0 Gamina 1.269 1 ,306 were confident of their attitude using the HUD, they

expressed a higher degree of comfort with the head-
Response Accuracy down Insftrmentation, This conclusion is reflected
600 Gamma 94.5% 94.2% in the increased number of stro,#iy agree ratings
300 Gamkna 96.3% 98.7% given for the head-down Instcuments. Several pilots
-300 Gamma 98.2% 94.9% commen~fted that this trend Is most likely due to the
..600 Gammna 98.7% 95.7% greater exposure pilots have had to the head-down

instrumentation, and felt that a comparable comfort
Precision Instrument Control level could be achieved with the HUD given

HUJD HD extended use,
RMS Ali Dev (ft) 16,950 37,561*
RMS AJS Dev (ktt,) 2.892 4.563* With regard to the ILS and PICT hisks,
RMS Gamma Dev (deg) 0.602 1.267* pilots unanimously preferred the HUJD over the
RNIS Bank Dcv (dog) 1.993 1.937 HDD (Figures 14 and 15). However, one of the
RMS Heading Dev (dog) 0.7 18 1.830 greatest comnplaints regarding the HUD during the

ILS Approach was the clutter generated by the sheer
Precision Approach amount of symbology presented.

HUJD HDD
RMS [leading Dev (deg) 1.424 1.760 N:H*d3W
RMS Alt Dcv (ft) 23.478 61.640* 9
RMS A/S Dcv (kts) 5.273 7.731*
RMS GS Dcv (deg) 0.228 0.765
RMS Local Dev (dog) 0.088 0. 179*

'signriifcant at the p<c.05 level

stmflgly M164.,ete Ughov aghty Moeraute Utrurigi
Disgeeg, Disgree thiesr.. Aps% Alum Alme

Figure 12. Pilot Responses to the dtatment "I was able to rapidly
diretenine what unusual attitude I was in as soon ua I saw
III dIsplay"
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Figure 13. Pilot Rnpodanto thne 01nt"Afl tuganoe at the Fiur 16. PilotfResponsesto the statement "I would feel
display ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~omotal us tl odtniewih oto nuswr ~~~ing the display as may primary flightdispay wa abl todoimin whih onim Inuts m rtoroe br bth uftimtflying and unusual

00

0004hy Mwedetat ekboy ,~h~ toml te.
Ot Mesgag. Phag. Sag Age" Apse. Age..ý

Figure 14. Pilot Respoouu to the statement w"Th HUID was mlWa"MnmAre a- -As
ssuierhsdw doDD when pertbnnng the ILA talk." SaeeMse.Sa. gs g. g

Figur 17, Pilot Ruspoes.. to the statement "Movn sufficient
When asked whether they would feel ftrinins with the pmeent symbology I feel I could

comfotrtable wsing the HUD symbology as their sucoossilfiiy accomplish tde bombing mission."
primary flight reference a strong majority of the We se hte hycudacmls
pilots responded in the affirmative (Fgr 16). Tw h When askeud whethersin they coldacompishoa
pilots disagreing stated that they felt that a syblg.the aptlouts mnaimsonusing thesprondisionalh
requirement for head-down instrumentation w stl affrm thve pFilure u1an)moSevrl repiltondednthed
valid and that the quality of attitude information thiratithe sepraigurfte 17) Seeald pIot c rommened
arfntd nose-don attitudes) couldrnot betrwplicatedeinp additional Information regarding magnitude of drift
and noedw tiue)cudntb elctdi and correction factors which their present HUM~ did

HUD frmatnot provide.

____________________A complete review of the pilot responses to
the debrief questionnaires is provided in Appendix R.

DISCUSSION

'0The present evaluation w~conducted as
01sg Mae b~m Am Alt Alt" part of a validation effort to certify the provisional

Figure 15, Pilot Responses to the statement "'noe HUD was HUD symbology suite as a prinmat flight reference,
easier than the IIDD when poifonning the PICT This was accomplished by comparing pilot

task.01performance data with the HUD symbology versus a
modified F-16 head-down instrument display suite
while flying three flight tasks, 1) unusual attitude
recovery, 2) precision instrument control, and 3) ILS
approach, The remainder of the report will discuss
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the results of these comparisons and review pilot others merely indicated that the HUD was simply
subjective reaction to the adoption of the HUD a a more intuitive titan the ADI.
primary flight rehrence, as well as criticisms and
potential improvements to both the symbology set A recurring criticism of the symbology suite
and the methodology used to validate it, was the absence of a Vertical Velocity Indicator

(VVI) during the ILS Approach task. During the
ILS Approach and Precision Instrument development of the provisional symbology set, it was
Control Task regarded that the CDM and VVI essentially

presented the same information, rate of descent, The
The results of the evaluation suggested that elimination of the VVI was a means of reducing

pilots performed better using the HUD symbology for display clutter as well as demands fbr write-time on
tasks requiring precise flight control (i,e,, nLS the display unit. The concern expreased by several
Approach and PICI). One obvious explanation for of the pilots indicates that VVI presentation be
such results can be found in the relative sizes, in remnchimized such that presentation of vertical
terms of visual angle, the two displays subtend. velocity be pilot selectable.
Because the HUD Is confbrmal with the fea world,
at least at low climb/dive angles, a five degree A second recurring criticism recorded was
change in flight path is represented on the HUD by a the degree to which the symbology cluttered the
five degree visual angle change in the position of the display. Several pilots complained that the

symbology clutter could potentially obstruct theirscale provided by the F-16 attitude indicator view of the runway during the visual portion of the
represents the same five degree change in flight path approach, A number of pilots commented that the
with a one deree visual angle change in the relative information as presented was very eective during
position of the attitude scale and its reference. What the instrument portion of the approach, however,
this means in practical terms is that the conformal once they had transitioned to a visual approach, the
display provides a much higher desgee of resolution clutter of the display became a potential problem,
to the pilots for precise control of flight path during One recommendation was to provide a declutter
precision instrument maneuvering, It is this option which would enable the pilot to remove
difference which is most likely responsible for the unnecessary information during certain portions of
improved pedbrmance while fly•ng with the HUD the approach.
duing the precision flying tasks, Because of the recurring nature of the

A second explanation for the difference in clutter issue, it is remasonable to conclude that If
performance stems from the type of infbrmation each improvements are to be made to the current
oi the displays provides, The HUD provides flight symbology, the reduction of the symbology clutter
path angle as Its control reference; whereas the ADI should be a major focus.
presents pitch attitude as its control reference.
During precision flight control, pilots were In criticizing the methodology adopted in
particularly interested in where their aircraft was validating the symbology, the pilots commented that
going as opposed to where the nose was pointed, In the F-16 instruments are extremely small and
order to determine flight path angle when flying therefore require greater effort to interpret.
with an ADI, the pilot must integrate pitch attitude However, the selection of the F-16 as the baseline
with angle-of-attack, vertical velocity and airspeed. was justified by the stipulation that the HUD must
The presentation of flight path angle in the HUD perform as good or better than existing head-down
eliminates the need for the pilot to mentally calculate instrumentation. The F-16 represents the most
flight path angle, prolific airframe in the Air Force inventory today.

Therefore, if any standard for head-down
It is not surprising therefore that pilots instrumentation does exist, it is reasonable to assume

expressed an overwhelming preference for the HUD that the performance of the F-16 represents that
during the ILS approach and precision instrument standard,
control tasks, Several pilots Justified their responses,
citing one or both of the previous explanations, while
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Unusual Attitude Recovery enables the pilot to both recognize and recover from
unusual attitudes.

One feature of the symbology evaluated In
Phase I which may explain the difficulty pilots Air-to-Ground Weapons Delivery
experienced during nos-low recoveries was the
confilguration of the climb/dive ladder, The During the air-to-ground weapons delivery
climb/dive ladder was configured such that the mission, pilots reported no difficulty using the
ladder lines got smaller as the rate of descent It provisional symbology in such a weapon delivery
referenced increased (i.e., tapering). At large dive role, The original concern using the provisional
angles, these ladder lines became so small (30% of symbology was the ability of the pilots to coordinate
5O ladder lines) the lack of cueing could have the use of the CDM for course steering and
inhibited the pilots ability to determine pitch and roll navigation and the FPM for ground clearance cueing
attitudes. and weapon delivery, Of all pilots participating,

none expressed any difficulty in Integrating the two
During the Phase II simulation the change symbols while executing the mission, Several pilots

made to the climb/dive ladder, by placing the commented that the separation of the CDM and PPM
articulated ladders lines below the horizon, seemed actually increased situational awareness by
to dramatically improve both recovery performance establishing a stable control reference fbr navigation
and the pilot acceptance of the symbology for the while providing a indication of the direction and
nose-low conditions, However, pilots did comment magnitude of any wind effects.
that they were les confident of their attitude for the
nose-high conditions, This decrease in confidence in
attitude awareness seems to be reinforced by the
decrem In performance for both reaction time and CONCLUSION
response accuracy for the nose-high conditions,
Such would suggest that the effect of tapering,
although incorporated to enhance attitude awareness, The results of this evaluation suggested that
may actual have the opposite effect and should be re- during precision instrument control and precision
examined in follow-on evaluations, ILS approach tasks, pilots perfbrmed significantly

better when flying with the HUD as their primary
A review of the subjective questionnaire flight reference, au opposed to the standard F-16

responses (Appendix F) would suggest that pilots felt electro-mechanical instrumentation, For the unusual
comfortable with the provisional HUD symbology attitude recovery task however, the results suggested
set u a primary flight reference. Most were also in that pilots' reaction times were not significantly
agreement that the HUD would be a safe instrument different between head-up and head-down
for recognition of and recovery from unusual Instrumentation. Analysis of error rates did indicate
attitudes. However, several pilots commented that a trend toward higher accuracy while recovering
although they felt comfortable with the HUD, they using the head-up display symbology,
were not prepared to abandon the use of traditional
head-down instrumentation and would suggest that Subjectively, pilots during both phases of
presentation of attitude information head-down the simulator validation program seemed confident
continue in future aircraft. that the HUD symbology test was adequate u a

primary flight reference. Several pilots felt that
Much of the reluctance seems to be based although the HUD could be used as a primary flight

on what many considered inherent weaknesses with reference, there remains a requirement for head-
HUDs as primary flight displays, The HUD, by down instrumentation to include a centrally located
definition, is an eyes-out-of-cockpit display and as a attitude indicator.
result makes the pilot susceptible to many of the
illusory effects of cultural or meteorological
conditions. For this reason alone, it may be
necessary to maintain the capability to present head-
down attitude information in some form which
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measurements arc given as units of milliradians of visual
1. INTRODUCTION arc, A millliradian Is 0.001 radians or 0,057 degrees.

1.1. Scop& Or DocuMaNT 1.2.2. Fields of View

This document describes the Instrument Flight A field of view is defined as "the area visible through the
Symbology (IFS) Head-Up Display (HUD) symbology as lens of an optical instrument."I There are two fields of
it is implemented at the Crew Station Evaluation Facility view associated with the HUD, the total field of view and
(CSBF) at Wright Patterson AFB, Dayton, Ohio. The the Instantaneous field of view,
document consists of five sections and two appendices.

Total Field Of Vie (TOV) is the total graphical

Section 1, 1nmgw& defines the scope of the display area visible through the HUD. The TFOV is
document, states the assumptions used in implementing limited by the HUD's graphical display system (e.g.,
the HUD symbology at the CSEF, sunmmarizes HUD CRT size) and its optical system,
symbology, and defines the fields of view, reference
points, and acronyms, Instantaneous Field Of View (IFOV) is the portion

of the HUD's TFOV that the pilot can see when his
Section 2, Aircraft Reference SvmboloA . describes head is at the design eye point, The pilot must move
symbols that are positioned against the aircraft reference his head to see the remaining portions of the TFOV
point excluding the navigational symbology, that are outside the limits of the IFOV,

Section 3, HUflmD , describes the speed, altitude, 1.2.3. Reference Points
radar altitude, heading, and roll scales,

All the HUD's symbology Is referenced against either
Section 4, Navlatilonal S-gMbolo& , describes the one of four fixed reference points or other HUD
navigational symbology, symbology, The four fixed reference points are the

center total field of view, the aircraft reference point, the
Section 5, Text adm u , describes the two groups of left hand reference point, and the right hand reference
text readouts located on the lower left and right sides of point,
the HUD.

Center Total Field of VieW (CTFOV) Is the center of
Section 6, Poitlonina and Ouickening, explains the the TFOV.
algorithms used to "quicken" and position the climb-dive
marker, flight path marker, and the climb-dive ladder. Aircraft Reference Point (ARP) is defined as the

point on the HUD that a line, which extends from
Section 7. Congmnmion, explains the algorithms used to the design eye point and is parallel to the aircraft
compress the climb-dive ladder, reference line, passes through, The Climb-Dive

Marker and Flight Path Marker are referenced from
1.2. DEFINITION OF TERMS this point, In the CSEF HUD, the ARP Is located 6

degrees above the CTFOV,
The HUD was implemented at the CSEF using an Fo16

C/D Block 25 HUD, The HUD fields of view and Left Hand Reference Point (LHRP) is a movable
reference points are defined based on the physical point against which the spcWd scale is positioned,
limitations of this HUD, Details of the F-16 HUD can be The LHRP is lowered during ILS mode or with
found in GEC Avionics document number landing Scar down. In the CSEF HUD, the LHRP is
29/2783/11710, "Computer Program Development located 122 mr left and 58 mr above the CTFOV,
Specification For The F-16 Head Up Display Operational During ILS mode or when landing gear is down, the
Flight Program", October 1988, LHRP is lowered 68 mr to a position of 122 mr left

and 10 mr below the CTFOV.
1.2.1. Measurement System

To ensure that all symbol dimensions remain constant
for any physical display size or location, all HUD 1 Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary, 0, & C.

Merriam Co., 1981
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Right Hand Referenc Poin (RHRP) is a movable (CDI), a Vertical Deviation Indicator (VDI), Flight

point against which the altitude scale is positioned. Director Steering Bars, and a TACAN Indicator, The

The RHRP Is lowered during ILS mode or with CDI, VDI, and steering bars are located relative to the

landing gear down. In the CSEF HUD, the RHRP is CDM. The TACAN indicator is positioned relative to
located 122 mr right and 58 mr above the CTFOV. the CTFOV.
During ILS mode or when landing gear is down, the
RHRP is lowered 68 mr to a position of 122 mr right 1.3.4. Text Readouts
and 10 mt below the CTFOV.

The HUD has two groups of text readouts; one on each
The LHRP and RHRP always have the same vertical side of the HUD. The left side includes CDI sensor and
position and are of equal horizontal distance from a course readouts. The right side includes TACAN DME,
vertical line running through the CTFOV. The vertical TACAN channel number, and time readouts. The
positions are chosen to keep the Climb-Dive Angle readouts ar located inside the lower left and right
Marker between the speed and altitude scales during corners of the IPOV and do not move with the left and
normal cruise flight and ILS modes, The horizontal right hand reference points.
distance is chosen to put the scales near the inside edge
of the IFOV. 13.& HUD Modes

1.3. HUD OvERVIUw Many of the HUD symbols ane only displayed in certain
modes, Currently, the foilowing three naviptional

An example of the IFS HUD is shown in Figure 1.1, modes have boon defined:
The symbology has been categorized as follows:

Up and away - Normal takeoff and
1. Aircraft Reference Symbology flight mode
2. Scales TACAN- Tacan Navigation mode
3, Navigational Symbologv ILS - ILS mode
4. Text Readouts

1.3.6. HUD Character Set
Insert Figure 1-1. - Example Of The IFS HUD

(Need a nostscrint Imae of the HUD from the The CSEF HUD uses the F-16's character set, The full
muanndr size characters are 7 mr high by 4 mrn wide, This

character set is shown in Figure 1.2.
1.3.1. Aircraft Refermnce Symbology

The aircraft reference symbology includes the Climb- A B C D E F G H I J K L M
Dive Angle Marker (CDM), Flight Path Marker (FPM),
Climb-Dive Ladder (CDL), Longitudinal Acceleration
Cue (LAC), and Speed Worm (SW). NOPQRSTUVNXYZ
1.3.2, Scales

Scales are used to display the aircraft's speed, barometric
altitude, radar altitude, heading, and roll, All sales, 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
except the roll scale, are positioned against the left and
right hand reference points (LHRP and RHRP). The roll
scale is centered about the Center of the Total Field Of
View (CTFOV), 0: -

1.3,3. Navigational Symbology
Ininert Flgurc 1-2, -- HUD Character Set

The navigational symbology provides the pilot with

information about his location and steering commands to 1.4. A( RONYMM
return to a designed flight path or course. The
symbology consists of a Course Deviation Indicator
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AOA Angle Of Attack
ARP Aircraft Reference Point
CDM Clin b-Dive Angle Marker
CDI Course Deviation Indicator
CDL Climb-Dive Ladder
CSEF Crew Station Evaluation Facility
CTFOV Center Total Field of View
DCDM Dashed Climb-Dive Angle Marker
DME Distanc Measurement Equipment
FOV Field of View
FPM Flight Path Marker
OHL Ghost Horizon Line
IlL Horizon Line
HUD Head Up Display
IFOV Instantaneous Field Of View
IFS Instrument Flight Symbology
ILS Instrument Landing System
LAC Longitudinal Acceleration Cue
LHRP Left Hand Reference Point
MDA Minimum Descent Altitude
mr Milliradian
RIRP Right Hand Reforence Point
SW Speed Worm
TFOV Total Field of View
VDI Vertical Deviation Indicator
VVI Vertical Velocity Indicator
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2. AIRCRAFT REFERENCE 2.1. CLIMB DiV&ANGLE MARKER

SYMBOLOGY The Climb-Dive Angle Marker (CDM), shown in Figure
2-2, displays the current climb-dive angle when read

Aircraft reference symbology include a Flight Path against climb-dive ladder. The CDM symbo is
Marker, Climb-Dive Angle Marker, Climb-Dive Ladder, horizontally fixed to the centerline of the IFOV but is
Longitudinal Acceleration Cue, and a Speed Worm, free to move vertically within the limits of the IFOV
These symbols display the aircraft's flight path, climb- The CDM is removed whenever it Is limited and the
dive angle, roll angle, longitudinal acceleration, and dashed CDM Is displayed in its place, A description of
deviation from "On Speed" angle of attack respectively, the equations used to quicken and position the CDM is
The FPM and CDM are refernced against the ARP, provided in Section 6,
while the climb-dive ladder, longitudinal acceleration
cue, and speed worm are referenced against the CDM.

One of the features of existing HUDs which has
contributed to the hesitance of man to adopt it as a
primary flight reference is the lack of stability of the
flight path marker as a primary control reference ua
opposed to tradition pitch reference attitude reference,T
The FPM, unlike the fixed pitch reference, tends to be
much more dynmic within the field-of-view of the HUD. Figure 2-2 Cimb-Dive Angle Mmker (CDM)
Much the dynamic qualities of thi, FPM is due to the
transient increases in AOA during variable pitch rate
maneuvering resulting from the inertial lags of the The dashed CDM, shown is in Figure 2-3, is displayed
velocity vector relative Io the aircraft pitch attitude. whenever the CDM is limited,
This resultant leg ill the velocity vector causes a
depression of the FIM in the IFOV of the HUD, During
highly dynamic nmneurvering, this displam can often .
render the FPM useless u a control reference,

For example, the displacement of the FPM can cause two
undesirable side effects, First, the displacement of theFPM also displacos all the symbols that are positioned

relative to the FPM (ie,, ILSfrACAN symbology, I,-,, -- , -
Climb/Dive Ladder), The motion and displacement of
the symbolL Ake the HUD symbology more difficult to Figure 2-3 -. Dashed Climb-Dive Angle Marker
read, Second, the displacement of the FPM by the
transient AOA may cause the pilot to overshoot a desired 2.2. FLIGHT PATH MARKER
climb-diva angle, The Plight Path Marker (FPM), shown in Figure 2-1,

To overcome these problems, the position of the CDM is Indicates the actual flight path of the aircraft when read
"quickened" by adding a lead factor into its position. against the outside world, The symbol is quickened and
The goal of this "quickening" term is to fliter out the is free to move within the limits of the entire TFOV, Seo
transient AOA, The result is stability in the positioning Section 6 for the FPM'i quickening and position
of the CDM and Its related symbology. Also, during equation.
pitching maneuvers, the position of the CDM more
accurately represents the final (ie,, after the AOA
transient) position. However, a side qffect of this lead
factor Is that "quickened" CDM no longer accurately
represents the true Instantaneous climb-dive anglie.

Section 6 explainn the details of the algorithms used to
'quicken' the CDM and FPM.
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2.3.2. Climb-Dive Bars

The Climb-Dive Bars make-up the CDL to display the
aircraft's climb-dive angle when read Against the CDM.
The Climb-Dive Bars consist of 11 solid climb ban and
I I dashed dive bars. The ban are positioned at 5 degree
intervals from S to 30 degrees and 10 degree intervals
from 40 to 50 degrees.14- ,,.14 -t .,,.m. -M

To help disnguish between the climb and dive portions
Figure 2-1 - Flight Path Marker of the CDL, the climb bas am tapered and the dive bars

are bent. The length of the wings on the climb bars are
2.3. Cu.ms DIVE LADDRIt tapered linearly from full length at the 5 degree climb

bar down to 30% of length at the 80 degree bar, The
The Climb-Divo Ladder (CDL) displays the Aircraft's wings on the dive bars are bent or sloped by one-half of
climb-dive and roll angle when read against the CDM. the dive angle.
The CDL is a continuous scale consisting of the true and
ghost horizon lines, climb-dive bars with numerical 2.3,2,. lb B
labels, the zonith and nadir symbols, and the glideslope
reference bar. See Section 6 fbr the CDL's quickening The Climb Bar display the aircraft's climb angle when
and poslion equations, read Against the CDM. The horizontal lines of the bars

The spacing of the CDL bars Is compressed at a variable are tapered linearly from full length at the S degree bar
ratsfroma1: nl rof to aD 4 rare tio. Thmp ed htorizonline down to 30% of length at the 80 degree bar, Therate/frms a 1:1 ratio to a 4,4:1 ratio, The horizon line fbllowingl equation gives the percentage of'full length tfor

and the S degree climb/dive bar are spaoed at a 1:1 follow tio give ta,

relationship with the outside world, The compression each of the climb bars,

ratio then increases linearly to a 4.4:1 ratio at the 90
degree zenith/nadir symbol, See Section 7 fbr details on
the compression of the Climb-Dive Ladder. An~leam", a Climb Bar Angle In degree

2.3,1, Horizon Line • llLength wI sO -(Anl~l•,, -5)

The Horizon Line (iL) Is used with the CDL scale at the The dill length S degree climb bar consists of two 30 mr
zero climb-dive angle position to provide a horizontal lines separated by a 32 mr gap and with S mr vertical
rehrence point, The Horizon Line is a bold line that lines extending off each end, Numerical labels ranging
extends the entire width of the HUD TFOV with a 32 mr from . to 80 are located on the lower left side of the
gap in the center and is occluded by the speed and respective climb bars. Examples of the S degree and 80
alttude scales, The horizon line is displayod whenever degree climb bars are shown in Figpires 2-4 and 2M5,
It is within the limits of a circle contained within the respectively.
IFOV. Otherwise, the ghost horizon line is displayed. In
the CSBF HUD, this circle hi a radius of 100 mr whlch I4,., -440.- l.a,
was determined by the IFOV restrictions of the CSIFe.
Block 25 HUD. 'I '*" "

The Ghost Horizon Line (OHL) provides a horizon
relbrence any time the true horizon line is outside the Figure 2-4 -- 5 Degree Climb Bar
limits of the IFOV. The OIHL is a bold, dashed line
extending the entire width of the HUD TPOV. The line
Is positioned on the tangent of a circle about the CTFOV
and parallel to the horizon, Whenever the CDM Is near I . ,
the OHL, the radius of the circle is increased to maintain 'm 'r "t.,"
a minimum distance of 20 mr between the CLM and re 0
OHL.

Figure 2-5 -- 80 Degree Climb Bar
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The Dive Bars display the aircraft's dive angle when 9-
read against the CDM. The dive bars onsist of two 30
mr dashed lines separated by a 32 mr pp. The bars are
bent by one-half of the dive angle (e.g., the 40 degree
dive bar has 20 degree. of slope). Numerical label#
ranging from -5 to 480 are located on the upper left side
of the respective dive bars. Examples of the 5 degree
and 80 degree dive bans are shown in Figures 2.6 and 2.
7, respectively,

27m

7-4 WW%

Figure 2 - 5 Degree Dive Bar
Figure 24.. Zenith Symbol

k-7- 2.3.4 Nadir Symbol

The nadir symbol, shown in Figure 2-9, displays theO" • "#lowest posible dive angle (i.e., 90 degree dive angle).
The nadir symbol is always rotated to point toward the

Figure 2-7 - 80 Degrge Dive Bar nearest horizon,

2.3.3. Zenith Symbol

The 7enith symbol, shown in Figure 2-8, displays the
highest possible climb angle (i.e., 90 degree climb
angle), The zenith symbol is always rotated to point
toward the nearest horizon,

* ±

Figure 2.9 -- Nadir Symbol

2.3.5. GlIdeslope Reference Bar

The glideslope reference bar. shown in Figure 2-10, is
used by the CDL as a glideslope reference and appears
whenever the aircraft is in ILS mode, The bar Is
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positioned at the glideslope angle or 2.5 degrees below
the horizon line. ai x On Speed Angle OfAttack

4W. aa Aircrqft'a Angle O/fAtack

- -SpeedWoHoght- (a -a] 4.0 lim-1.o).OI

Figure 2-10 - Glideslope Reference BD' T a 0
2.4. LONGITUDINAL ACCELERATION CUE

The Longitudinal Acceleration Cue (LAC), when read
against the CDM, provides an indication of the aircraft'.
acceleration (velocity) along its flight path. The LAC is
displayed when the HUD is in ILS mode or landing gear
is down, The cue, shown in Figure 2.11, Is positioned to Figur 2-12 - Speed Worm
the left of the CDM and its vertical movement is limited
to 4,5 degrees Above and below the wing of the CDM,
The fbllowing s of equations describe. the
mechanization of the LAC.

Ao -wAircrafl'u Longitudinal Ace/elation In Os
Ace.. - Longiludinal Acceleration Cue Position
Ao'w. A x.,9.0 lim(-4.5,4.51

Figure 2-11 - Longitudinal Acceleration Cue

2,1. SPEND WORM

The Speed Worm, shown in Figure 2-12, indicates
deviation from the aircrafl's "On Speed" Angle of
Attack, This symbol i. located on the left wing of the
CDM and remains vertical in relation to the CDM, The
worm is a rectangle that vares In height above or below
die CDM wing. The Speed Worm is displayed when the
HUD is in ILS mode or landing Sear is down, The
fbliowing set of equations describes the mechanization of
the Speed Worm,
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. 3.1.1. Speed Dial

Tbe HUD sales are used to display the aircraft's sped The speed dial, shown in Figure 3-2, consists of 10 dots
barometric altitude, radar altitude, heading, and roll, equally spaced around an 18 mr circle and an 7 mr index
All scales, except the roll seale, are positioned against located 9 mr from the center of the dial, The index
the left and right hand reference points (LHRP and makes one complete clockwise revolution for every 100

0tHRP), The roll scale is centered around the CTFOV. knots of increasing speed, The center of the speed dial is
at the LHRP.

3.1. SPEED SCALE

Ahe speed scale, shown in Figure 3-1, displays the
Atircraft's current and commanded speeds. The speed

scale ccnsists of a dial with index, commanded speed
care and various readouts, The readouts include the
current speed, commanded speed, pround speed, mach
aumber, and vertical acceleration, The type of speed is
selectable between calibrated, true, or ground speeds --
the selection mechanism is aircraft dependent. The d
center of the speed dial is at the LHRP.

The current speed Is displayed as a digital readout at the
cinter of the dial, A single, fall size character, 'T' orVO', is displayed below the readout to indicate either true #
airspeed or ground speed, respectively, has been selected,
14o character is displayed whenever calibrated airspeed is
selected.

Figure 3-2 - Speed Dial
IThe commanded speed readouts are displayed above the
dial whenever the difference between the current speed 3.1.2. Speed Readout
a•d the commanded speed is greater than 40 knots, The
commanded speed caret is displayed on the dial The speed readout, composed of three digits, is displayed
Whenever the aircraft's speed is within 40 knots of the in the center of the speed dial, All digits are fNil size (7
commanded speed. In the CSEF mechaniztion, the mr high by 4 mr wide) and leading zeroes are displayed

immanded speed is approach speed. as blank spaces, The resolution of the display is to the
nearest knot,140 A.0 999

3.1.3. Commanded Speed Caret

The commanded speed caret points to the commanded
speed whenever the difference between the current speed

* and the commanded speed is less than 40 knots. The
caret is located on the outside edge of the speed dial and
points inward,

60% sized letter appears next to the caret to identify
0 which commanded speed is being indicated by the caret,

In the CSEF mechanization, the commanded speed is
Figure 3-1 - Speed Scale approach speed, which is identified by the letter 'A'.
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the leading digit is a zero then it is displayed as a blank
. 4o"0 space, In the CSEF HUD, the mach number readout is

positioned 10 mr below the ground speed readout.

/4 M 1.20
3.1.7. Vertical Acceleration Readout

The vertical acceleration readout displays the current

Figure 3-4 - Commanded Speed Caret aircrft vertical acceleration in O's. The readout
consists of a number followed by the letter 'U'. The

3.1.4, Commanded Speed Readouts number consists of a minus sign, two digits, a decimal
point, and one digit right of the decimal point. The

The commanded speed readouts display the various characters in the number are all full size but the letter
commanded speeds, A readout Is displayed whenever 'G' Is 60% of full size, If the leading digit im a zero then
the difference between the current speed and the it is displayed as a blank space. The vertical
commanded speed is greater than 40 knots, The acceleration readout is positioned 10 mr below the mach
readouts are positioned above the speed dial, number readout,

In the CSEF mechanization, the only commanded speed
Is approach speed which is displayed in ILS mode, It is L O G
composed of three digits followed by the letter 'A', All
digits are 60% of fill size and leading zeroes are
displayed as blank spaces, The resolution of the display 3.2. ALTITUDE SCALE
is to the nearest knot. The lower left edge of the readout
is positioned 40 mr above and 15 mr left of the LHRP, The altitude scale, shown in Figure 3-9, displays the

aircraft's current and commanded altitudes and the
aircraft's vertical velocity. The altitude sale consists of140 A a dial with an index, altitude readout, commandedaltitude caret, commanded altitude readouts, and a

3.1.5. Ground Speed Readout vertical velocity arc, The commanded altitude carat is

displayed whenever the aircraft's altitude is within 400 ft
The ground speed readout displays the current aircraft of the commanded altitude and the vertical velocity arc

ground speed to the nearest knot. The readout consists is displayed whenever the CDM Is limited. The altitude

of the letter 'U', a blank space, and a 3 digit number, dial is positioned at the RHRP,
The characters are all fll size and leading zeros are
displayed as blank spaces, In the CSEF HUD, the lower
left edge of the readout Is positioned 50 mr below and 25
mr right of the LHRP,

G 540
3.1.6. Mach Number Readout

The mach number readout displays the current aircraft
mach number. The readout consists of the letter 'M, a
blank space, and a 3 digit number with 2 digits right of
the decimal point, The characters are all full size and if
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(7 mr high by 4 mr wide) and the remaining thrUe digits
(hundreds, tens and units) are displayed at 60% of full700D size,700 D "

1 0ooo
When the aircraft's altitude is less than 10000 ft, all the
digits are displayed full size, Leading zeroes are
displayed u blank spaces, The resolution of the display77 8 0 is to the nearest foot,

9999
3.2,3. Commanded Altitude CaretFigure 3-9 - Altitude Scae The commanded altitude caret, shown in Figure 3.13,

3.2.1. Altitude Dial points to the commanded altitude whenever the
diffirence between the current altitude and the

The altitude dial, shown in Figure 3.10, consists of 10 commanded altitude Is less than 400 faet, The caret is
bold dots equally spaced around a 25 mr circle and an located on the outside edge of the altitude dial and points
1035 mr index located 1215 mr from the center of the inward,
dial, The index makes one complete clockwise
revolution for every 1000 fhet of increased altitude, The A 60% sized letter appears next to the caret to Identify
center of the dial is at the RHP.P, which commanded altitude is being indicated by the

caret. In the CSEF mechanization, the commanded
-. %Ialtitudes are the step-down altitude, which is Identified

* * by the letter 'S', and the decision height altitude, which
. ~ Is identified by the letter 'D'.

*40#

4 Figure 3-13 - Commanded Altitude Caret

Figure 3-10 - Altitude Dial 3,2.4. Commanded Altitude Readouts

3.2.2. Altitude Readout The commanded altitude readouts display the various
commanded altitudes. A readout is displayed whenever

The altitude readout, composed of five digits. is the difference between the current altitude and a
displayed at the center of the altitude dial, Whenever the commanded altitude is greater than 400 feet. The
aircraft's altitude is greater than or equal to 10,000 ft, readouts are positioned above the altitude dial,
the two leading digits (thousands) are displayed full size
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In the CSEF mechanization, the commanded altitudes 2000 ft/sec 500 ft dot
are step-down altitude and decision height that are 3000 fl/sec 400 ft dot
displayed In ILS mode, The step-down altitude readout is 4000 ft/sec 300 ft dot
composed of four digits followed by the letter S', The
decision height readout consists of four digits followed
by the letter 'D', All digits are 60% of full size and
leading zeroes are displayed as blank spaces, The
resolution of the display Is to the nearest foot, The step-
down readout is positioned 50 mr above and 10 mr left
of the RHRP. The decision height readout is positioned
10 mr below the step-down readout,

1500 S
600 D

3.2.5. Vertical Velocity Are

The vertical velocity arc displays the aircraft's vertical Figure 3-16 Vertical Velocity Arc
velocity when read against the altitude dial. The vertical
velocity arc is a bold arc that is displayed whenever the 3.3. RADAR ALTrTUDE SCALIC
CDM is limited, The vertical velocity arc is limited to
:4OOO ft/c, During a climb, the amount of vertical The radar altitude scale, shown in Figure 3-17, displays
velocity it displayed by a bold arc that starts at the 9 the aircraft's radar altitude, The radar altitude scale
o'clock position (750 ft) and extends in the clockwise consists of a thermometer scale, vertical column that
direction along the upper arc of the altitude dial - changes in length with altitude, and a minimum descent
during a dive, it extends in the counter-clockwise altitude bar, The thermometer scale is a series of tic
direction along the lower arc, marks representing 0 to 1500 feet of altitude. The

vertical column, located just left of the thermometer
The following table shows how fir the vertical velocity scale, indicates radar altitude when read against the
arc extends around the altitude dial for a given climb scale. The low altitude bar indicates the selected low
rate, The arc starts at the 9 o'clock position and is altitude setting and is located on the left side of the
drawn in the clockwise (CW) direction, thermometer scale. The radar altitude scale is located to

the left of the altitude scale. In the CSEF HUD, the
ClM jate Altitude Dial Position bottom of the scale is located 40 mr to the left and 45 mr

(CW dirctn) down from the RHRP,
Level Flight 750 ft (9 o'clock)
1000 ft/sec 900 ft dot
2000 ft/sec 0 ft dot
3000 ft/ec 100 ft dot
4000 ft/sec 200 ft dot

The following table shows how far the vertical velocity
arc extends around the altitude dial for a given dive rate.
The arc starts at the 9 o'clock position and is drawn in
the counter-clockwise (CCW) direction,

Div Rate Altitude Dial Position

Level Flight 750 ft (9 o'clock)
1000 fl/sec 600 ft dot
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Figure 3-18 - Thermometer Scale

-w. 3,3.2. Minimum Descent Altitude Bar

Figure 3-17 - Radar Altitude Scale The Minimum Descent Altitude (iDA) bar, shown in
Figure 3-19, indicates the radar altitude the aircraft

3.3.1. Thermometer Scale should not demcnd below, The MDA bar is displayed on
the left side of the thermometer scale and the method of

The thermometer cale, shown in Figure 3-18, consists setting the MDA Is dependent on the aircraft.
of tic maks every 50 (bet ftom 0 to 1000 ft, The tic
marks at the 100 foot intervals are 3 mr in length and OW ,v
the marks at the 50 foot intervals ar 1.2 mr in length.
Beyond the 1000 ft tdo mark, two additional tic marks
represent 1250 and 1500 ft. Numerical labels on the
right side of the scale Indicate radar altitude in hundreds
of feet. The aircraft's radar altitude Is displayed by a __

vertical column that moves along th, left side of the
scale. The bottom of the column Is anchored at the base
of the thermometer scale, while the top moves along the
left side of the thermometer scale and indicates the
aircraf's radar altitude when read against the scale,

Figure 3-19 -- MDA Bar

3.4. HEADING SCALE

The heading scale, shown in Figure 3-20, indicates the
aircraft's magnetic heading and consists of a horizontal
scale and a lubber line. The lubber line indicates the
aircraft's magnetic heading when read against the
horizontal scale. The center point of the heading scale is
located above the midpoint of a line connecting the
LHRP and RHRP, In the CSEF HUD, the scale Is
positioned 65 mr above the midpoint,
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10 V 1,3 The radius of the roll scale is 70 mr and is centered
SI B ! about the CTFOV. If the CDM coren within 20 mr of

the zero roll index, the roll scale is lowered to maintain
the 20 mr.

Figure 3.20 - Headin Scale

U1. Horluastal Heading kale \! /

The horizontal heading scale, shown in PFigr 3.21, Is a
continuous scale that moves left and right Indicating I
Aircraft heading when'read ainlst fixed lubber line. le
The asa cnt of 5 mr, vertical tic muiks every 10
degrees and 3 mr, vertical tic marks every 5 degrees, A
minimum of 30 degrees are displayed and the scale Is
compreed at a 5:1 ratio, Two digit numeric labels that
range from 01 to 36 are positioned above the 10 degree
tic marks indicating 10 to 360 degrees of heading. 'r. p. +

'1S

Figure 3-21 - Horizontal Heading Scale Fig 3-23- Curved Roll Scale

3,M. ROLL SCALE 3,5.2. Roll/Sldesl1p Arrow
The roll scale, shown in Figure 3.22, displays the

aircrft's roll and sideslip. ThU roll scale consists of a The roll/sideslip arrow is divided into two sctions: a
curved roll scale drawn around the C1TOV and a triangle shaped upper setion and a trapezoid shaped
roll/sideip arrow, lower setion. The upper setion indicates the

magnitude and direction of roll when read against the
curved roll scale. The lower section indicates the
magnitude and direction of aircraft sideslip when rad
against the upper section.

When the aircraft is at wings level flight, theFigure 3-22 - Roll Scale with 200 roll (right wing down) roll/sideslip arrow is positioned below the center index
of the curved roll scale -- the tip of the arrow touching

3.5.1. Curved Roll Scale the bottom of the center index of the scale, As the
aircraft rolls in the clockwise direction (right wingThe curved roll scale consists of a center index and three down), the arrow moves an equal number of degrees

tic marks at 10 degree intervals on either side of the around the curved scale in the counter-clockwise
index representing 10, 20, and 30 degrees of aircraft roll. direction, likewise for a left wing down roll, The arrow
When the aircraft's roll angle Is greater than 25 degrees, has unlimited 360 degree movement about the CTFOV
additional tic marks are displayed at the 45 degree and and is rotated fbr all roll angles to point toward the
60 degree positions on the name side of the scale as the CTFOV.
rolllsideslip arrow, Likewise, when the roll angle is
greater than 55 degrees, additional tic marks are drawn The lower section is positioned relative to the upper
at the 90 degree and 135 degree positions. section by the amount of sideslip. For example, with 30

degrees of right roll and a sideslip of 3 degrees to the
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right, the upper section will be rotated to the 30 degree
tic and the lower section will be rotated 33 degrees.

A T:

Ppigre 3-24 - Roll/Sideulip Arrow
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4. NAVIGATIONAL SYMIBOLOGY When the deviation is more than 1 1/2 dots, two dots areshown on the same side of the CDM u the CDI pointer,

The navigational symbology provides the pilot with When the deviation is between 1/2 and 1 1/2 dots, the
location and steering inlormation to return to a designed inner 2 dots on each side of the CDM are shown, No
flight path or course, he symbology consists of a dots are shown when the deviation is less than 1/2 dot,
Course Deviation Indicator (CDI), a Vertical Deviation
Indicator (VDI), flight direcor steering bars, and a The amount of deviation represented by each dot is mode
TACAN Indicator. The CDI, VDI, and steerinb ama dependent: 5 degrees per dot fbr TACAN and 0,35
located relative to the CDM. The TACAN indicator is degrees per dot for ILS localizer,
positioned relative to the CTFOV. ,

4.1. COURSE DEVIATION INDICATOR (CDI) - "0

The Course Deviation Indicator (CDI), shown in Figure
4-1, displays the selected course and the magnitude and Figure 4.2 - CDI Scale
direction of deviation, The indicator is centered around
the CDM and consists of a scale and a pointer, The CDI 4.1.2. CDI Pointer
is displayed in both TACAN and ILS modem.

The unbroken CDI pointer, shown in Figure 4-3,
The selected sensor source readout and a digital course indicates course deviation when read against the CDI
readout wre located In the lower left hand corner of the scale, It is displayed whenever the CDI deviation is
HUD (ie Sections 5,1 and 5,2). In the CSEF greater than one dot, otherwise the broken CDI pointer Is
mechanlization, the sensor sources include TACAN and displayed,
E's.
The scale consists of fbur dots with a maximum of 2 dots

being displayed at any instance. The pointer is read
against the CDM and CDI scale. The pointer and scale
rotate about the CDM to indicate the selected course. 41

Two types of pointers are used. The standard (unbroken)
pointer is used when the course deviations are greater
than one dot. The broken pointer is used when the
deviations are less than or equal to one dot. The break
in the pointer is used to prevent obstruction of the CDM
symbol.

Figure 4-1 -- Course Deviation Indicator (CDI)

4.1.1. CDI Scale

The CDI scale, shown in Figure 4-2, contains four 3 mr gure 4-3 - Unbroken CDI Pointer

circles, or dots, with a maximum of 2 dots being The broken CDI pointer, shown in Figure 4-4, indicates
displayed at any insmance, On either side of the scale, course deviation when read against the CDI scale, It is
the inner two dots are o( -ited 15 mr from the center and displayed whenever the CDI deviation is less than or
each outer dot located anuther 15 mr from the inner dot. equal to one dot, otherwise the unbroken CDI pointer is
The CDI scale centered upon the CDM and is free to displayed. The 40 mr gap prevents the CDM from being
rotate a full 360 degrees about the CDM, obscured,
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Fiure 4.5 - Vertical Deviation Indicator

4.2.1. VDI Scale

IT JThe VDI scale, shown in Flgure 4.6, is used in
".1 Jconjunction with the VDI pointer to indicate vertical

deviation. The scale consists of four 3 mr circles, or
Figure 4.4 - Broken CDI Pointer dots, and a 6 mr by 2 mr, open centered box. The dots

are located two above and two below the box,

4.2. VERTICAL DavIATION INDICATOR (VDI)

The Vertical Deviation Indicator (VDI), shown in Figure
4-5, displays the nutitude and direction of the
aircraft's vertical deviation from the desired glidepath.
In the CSEF mechanization, ILS lidesdope is the only
source of commanded flight path and the VDI Is
displayed only in ILS mode. 2

The indicator consists of a scale and a pointer. The
pointer is read against the scale. For ILS glideslope, one •
dot of pointer deflection represents 0,35 degrees of
glideolope deviation.

The VDI is located to the right of the CDM and moves
vertically with it, in the CSEF HUD, the VDI is Figure 4.6 -- VDI Scale
positioned 70 mr to the right of the CDM. 4.2.2. VD, Pointer

The VDI pointer, show in Figure 4.7, indicates vertical
deviation when read against the VDI cale. The pointer
is located on the left side of the VDI scale pointing to the
right,
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The TACAN indicator, shown in Figure 4-9, displays
the relative bearing to the selected TACAN station and
the radial from the station. The pointer consists of a

SA bearing pointer, reference wings, and a readout. The
pointer moves about the center of the indicator to show
the relative, magnetic bearing to the TACAN station.
The readout displays the magnetic radial itom the

i station, The pointer is removed and the readout will

display )OCX whenever the TACAN radio is notH 4 mr "receiving a signal.

Figure 4.7 .. VDI Pointer The indicator is displayed in TACAN and ILS modes
and Is loated in the upper left corner of the IFOV. In

4.3. iLIGHT DzawroR £STIaU4na SAM the CSEF HUD, the center of the indicator is 100 mrriglht and 137 mr above the CTFOV,

The two flight director steering bar bank steering and

pitch steering, indicate the amount and direction of the
fliIht director roll and pitch steering error, respectively,
when read against the CDM. As the pilot rolls and
pitches in the direction of the ba, the Meeing errors
decres. and the bar move toward the CDM, The
aircraft is at the commanded roll and pitch anglec when
the bars am positioned on the CDM, Both bars are So
mr in length anda me displayed whoever the HUD is in -086
ILS mode, The movement of the bars Is limited to .2,5
degrees, Figure 4-9 -- TACAN Indicator

The flight director steering bars are shown in figure 4.8, 4.4.1, Bearing Pointer
In this example, the pilot is being directed to pitch up
and roll to the right. The bearing pointer, shown in Figure 4-10, displays the

relative bearing to the selected TACAN station. The
pointer is located 20 mr from the center of tho TACAN
bearing indicator and is free to rotate a flMl 360 degrees
about the center, If the TACAN radio is not receiving a
signal from a station, then the pointer is not displayed,

In
Figure 4-8 -- Flight Director Steering Bars

Figure 4-10 -- Bearing Pointer

4.4. TACAN INDICATOR
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4.4.2. Reference Winp

The bearing pointer refrence wings, shown in Figure 4.
11, display a refhrence point against which the bearing
pointer can be read, The wing consist of two 8 mr
horizontal ban that represnt the aircraft's wings, The
baet are located 10 mr from the center of the Indicator,

W 14. 1* W-

Figure 4.11 .. Reftrence Tics

4,4,3. TACAN Radial Readout

This readout, shown below, displays magnetic radial
from the selected TACAN Nation to the nuert degree.
The readout consists of a 3 digit number with the leading
zero shown, The readout will display XXX whenever
the TACAN radio is not receiving a oignal, The readout
Is located at the center of the TACAN bearing indicator,

086 or XXX
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5. TEXT 9ADOUTS 9999
Two groups of text readouts appear, one on each side of
the WUD, The left side includea CDI aseor and course 5.4. TACAN CHANNEL
readouts. The right side includes TACAN DME,
TACAN channel number, and time readouts, The This readout, which is used in conjunction with the
readouts are located inside the lower left and lower right TACAN Bearing Indicator, displays the TACAN
corners of the IFOV and do not move with the left and channel number, The readout consists of the label 'CH',
right hand refbrence points, In the CSHF HUD, the a 3 digit channel number, and an 'X' or 'Y' indicating
readouts are refbrenced from the CTPOV. which TACAN band, Leading zeros on the channel

number are displayed u blank spaces, The TACAN
$,1. CDI SENIOt SOURvicE channel readout is located to the right of the TACAN

DM1 readout, In the CSEF HUD, the readout is
CDI sensor source Is a 3 character readout that displays positioned 106 mr right and 80 mr below the CTFOV.
the solecWd tetsor source for the CDI display,
Currently, two sensor. are defined: 'ILS' and 'TCN',
The readout is located In the lower left comer of the
IFOV, In the CS!F HUD, the readout is positioned 120mr left and 90 mr below the CTFOV,--

5.5. TIM& REAIOUT

IL S oT C N This readout diplays a time to the pilot. The time Is
mission dependent and may include time to steerpoint,
time to impact, or time to release. The readout consists

5.2. CDI Cou.au of a 3 digit readout displaying minutes and a 2 digit
readout displaying seconds, with a colon separating the

This readout displays the CDI cours to the noart two readouts, Leading zeros on the minutes readout is
degree. The readout is used In conjunction with the CDI displayed - blank spaces. The time readout is displayed
display and consists of a 3 digit number ranging from 1 directly below the TACAN DM1 readout, In the CSHF
to 360. Leading zeros am displayed, The course readout HUD, the readout is positioned 70 mr right and 90 mr
is located to the right of the nav|gational mode readout, below the CTFOV.
In the CSBF MUD, the readout is positioned 96 mr left
and 90 mr below the CTFOV,

123:45
3 6 05.6. ALTIMTER SETTING

5.3. TACAN DME RAnouTr This readout displays the current barometric pressure
setting for the altimetor. The altimeter setting readout

This readout, which is used in conjunction with the consists of 4 digit number with two digits right of the
TACAN Bearing Indicator, displays the TACAN DME decimal point, The altimeter setting readout is located
to the nearest one-tenth nautical mile, The readout below the time readout, In the CSEF HUD, the lower
consists of a 4 digit number with one digit right of the left edge of the readout is positioned 82 mr right and 100
decimal point. Leading zeros are displayed as blank mr below the CTFOV,
paces., The TACAN DME readout is located in the

lower right comer of the IFOV, In the CSEF HUD, the
readout is positioned 70 mr right and 80 mr below the 2 9 .9 2
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Pitch washout, Q,, is used to quicken the FPM and CDL
6. POSITIONING AND at low pitch angles and to quicken the CDM in ILS

OUICKENING OF THE CDM. FPM. mode or landing gear down. Pitch rate lead, Q2, ia used
to quicken the CDM in normal flight and to quicken the

N FPM, CDL, and CDM, in landing mode, at high pitch
angles,

6.1. QuICiRNING. Ths following set of equations defines the quickening
terms Q, and Q2,,.

Quickening is a means of compensating for the effects of
inertial tag by calculating an estimate of the CDM
displacement CDM caused by thee lags, Evaluations
conducted by the Naval Air Test Center concluded that
during approach and landing, a washed-out pitch
attitude lead term results in superior performance while 0 = Aircraft Pitch Angle
a pitch rate lead term Is more appropriate for the highly
dynamic maneuvers occurring during upland-away 0- AircraA Roll Angle
flight, 0, - Aircraft Pitching Rate, aircraft axis

Take for example, a situation where the pilot is on (,, 02 -quickener gains
approach and is below the desired glidealope, The pilot a
makes an appropriate nosenup correction to reduce the Q ,a5ol----. Pitch Washout
rate of descent, Initially, both the ladder and FPM will 13 + 1
dip downward in the display reflecting the pitch attitude O
change resulting from the control input. Thi is not a - 04 Pitch Rate Lead
delay in the display but rather the effect of aircraft 'M + I

inertia causing flight path to lag instantaneous changes ., where a is the La place complex flequency variable,
in pitch attitude, and -v is the time constant that controls the rate of

washout.
Once the pilot achieves the desired pitch attitude and
terminates the control input, The FPM, overcoming the According to research conducted by the Royal Aerospace
effect of inertia, continues to rise stabilizing Establishment, In fighter type aircraft, the time constant
approximately one second after the control input wa may be assumed to vary a:
terminated, Under such conditions, the pilot is required
to lead the FPM to achieve the desired flight path angle
and prevent control overshoots, If the pilot fails to lead B
compensate the FPM, he become suscptible to pilot r = A +
induced oscillation and potential los of situational V1 o"
awareness,

Where: A and B ate constants
During up and away flight, the problem is of a different V, Is the aircraft's true airspeed
nature in that the dramatic changes in AOA which can an Is the aive dens raio
occur during the hard-g maneuvering required during and a is the relative density ratio
air-to-air engagements can cause the FPM virtually
unusable as an attitude reference, The implementation
of a body-axis pitch rate lead filter as a compensation to 6.1. 1. Tuning of the Time Constant
the FPM during such maneuvers can drastically reducethe dynamic nature of the FPM or CDM making it a It remains the determino the optimum values for both A
more interpretable reference, and B which provide the best match between thequickener and the dynamic characteristics of the aircraft
The provisional HUD standard incorporates both forms over the full flight envelope and range of configurations
of display quickening, and masses of the vehicle.
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The method proposed here was originally adopted and c) Fixed Cross
implemented by the enghieers at the Royal Aerospace
Establishment, Bedford England (Hall and Penwill, The operator must be able to select and display a
1989) and is as fbilows: fixed reference mark in the HUD and to position this

reference anywhere on the vertical centerlino of the
1 Determine t at two flight condition widely display.

separated In V1 ar (See section on Tuning of Time I Set Quickener Gain to 1L0, constants A and
Constant) Dultau to zero and constant b to 300.0

For the CSEF F-16 simulator the flight conditions (This value fbr B is designed to increase the rate at
chosen were: which the tuning process converges).

i) A representative normal attack speed and 2 Select the fixed refrence in the display
configuration (ILe., 400 knots at 1000 to 2000 fA)

Slow speed (i.e., 250 knots at 1000 to 20 3 Stabilize the aircraft at 400 knots and 1500 ft.
fi) move the fixed cross so that it overlays the CDM.ft)

2 Determine A and B from the two values of t so 4 Increase the flight path angle by +5 des, using

defined the quickened CDM and pitch ladder, Note the
movement of the aircraft symbol relative tu the fixed

3 Check the operation of the Quickener so defined cross,

at alternative speeds, heights, aircraft configurations 3 If the CDM lags the fixed cross the time
and aireraft masse to ensure that the valued of is Constant is too short and Is should be increaed,
adequately predicted over the hcll fieht envelope of Similarly, if the CDM leads the fixed cross M
the vehicle, should be decreased,

The process of tuning the quickener time constant 6 Repeat step 5 using flight path changes of +/-5
requires the fbllowing facility capabilities and +/-10 deg and a range of pitch rates, After each

a) Time Constant test allow at least 5 sec for the quickener to stabilize
befbre making a farther input. It is unlikely that all
relative movement can be eliminated as a first CiderThe time constant should be programmed to quickener is being used to match a higher ordervary as system having a predominant first order mode, The

operator should, therefore, aim to obtain the best
,r- A + B/(Vo) + Au match fOr a range of inputs of varying magnitude

and rate, If two values of &, give equally good
where A-c Is used during the tuning process to vary , matches then these alternatives should be evaluated
This method of adjusting % compensates for small with the quickener gain set to 0.7 and the value
errors in speed and height during the aircraft giving the best handling qualities should be selected.
maneuvers used to tune the quickener. The aim, during the final iteration, should be for A:r

to be within +/- 0,01.
The operator must be able to change the values of A,
B and A: while the simulator is flying. 7 Record the values of true airspeed (v,,), relative

b) Quickener Gain density ratio (a) and AM, appropriate to this test
condition (400 knots/1500 it), Provided vh, and a,

The operator must be able to change the value of the are recorded at the same point in time then small
quickener gain while the simulator is flying, In variations in speed and height during the test
particular, the operator must be able to change the maneuvers are taken into account,
quickener glain betwoeen 0.7 and 1,0, 8 Reset A: to zero and repeat steps 2 through 7

for 250 knots and 1500 ft,
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9 Record values of v,,, a., and A&, for this second 1i) 3 aircraft masses at I or 2 critical operating
flight condition. conditions

10 Compute new values for A and B using the There is no further opportunity to tune the quickener.
following expressions: Should a satisfactory match not be obtained at any

operating condition then the simple form adopted for
the variation of -c with flight condition and aircraft
configuration would have to be re-appraised,

r, -A +- B +dr, 14 Reset the quickener gain to 0,7.

Note: The time constant v sued in the expression for
B

r2 =Aw4 + B +,dr2 Q, should be forced to a small value (e,g,, 0.3mee)
above 60 deg absolute theta In order to speed the
recovery of the filter after thetadot has changed sign
through the zenith and nadir.

[p#r' - 6.1.L Blending of Q, and Q3

B., t -[r, j In order to avoid Inconsistencies in the climb/dive ladder
and the flight path marker a the climb/dive angle
increases through the zenith and nadir, the quickener
used to compensate the ladder and PPM (i.e., Q, ) must
be blended into a pitch rate quickener (i.e., Q2 ) at the11 Rest A: to zero and repeat steps 3 through 10 higher climb/dive angles, The following terms, BD and

with these new values of A and B until M, is less B2, are used to blend Q, and Q2 between low and high
than +/-0.02 and A;, is less than +/-0.01 (i.e., ' at the pitch angles.
two flight test conditions is defined to an accuracy of
around +/-1%).

U Reset the quickener gain to 0.7 and evaluate the
handling qualities of the vehicle at both the above test
conditions.

0 kIS3 0

13 Reset the quickener gain to 1.0. Check the o
operation of the quickener, by evaluating the relative B 55 0-30 30 • o
movement between the CDM and the fixed reference 2 - 1•a.a3o
at a sufficient number of alternative speeds, heights,
aircraft configurations and aircraft masses to ensure
that -r is adequately predicted over the full operational I 1H S30 a
flight envelope and range of configurations and BI -B2 30 0<10 <5
masses of the aircraft. Where there is doubt as to the 0 1 Ž55
match, then the handling qualities of the vehicle
should be evaluated at that condition with the
quickener gaiii set to 0,7.

During normal fight:
As a minimum, the tuning of the quickener should be
checked at:

FPMQ :CDLQ =QI XrBl #Q2 xB2

i) 3 speeds at 3 heights to cover the full range of CDAMQ = Q -
these operating conditions
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During ILS mode or landing gear down: a a Aircraft Angle OfA tlack

CDAMAZ -0.0FPMQ sr CDAMQ ar CDL Q = Q ! x B, + Q2 x B2 M WZ-0
CDAMEL -WELcos -asin2 O+CDAMQ

The CDL Is positioned relative to the CDM using the

6.2. CAGING OF THE CDM following equation:

Caging is a means by which the lateral displacement of 49Aircrqft Pitch Angle

the FPM is restricted to reduce the adverse affects of CDLEL -KlL +O+CDLQ
large beta angle caused by excesive crosswlnds or
sidedip, The concept of the caged FPM (i.e., climb/dive
marker) as the primary control reference Is not a new
idea us many current aircraft including F-16 and F-15
incorporate a similar feature called drift cutout, The
benefit of the climb/dive marker (CDR) and drift cutout
Is that it stabilizes the primary flight symbology within
the lateral axis of the HUD by removing the effect of
beta (ie., drift due to winds or sideslip).

The following set of equations position the
FPM, CDM, and CDL. When positioning the FPM and
CDM, a positive azimuth angle is to the right of the ARP
and a positive elevation angle is above the ARP.

The FPM's position relative to the ARP is
dependent on the aircraft's true velocity vector. The
following equations located the FPM u an azimuth and
elevation displacement, in degrees, from the ARP.

uA - Velocity X Body Axis (positive along
aircraft axis

yA - Velocity Y Body Axis (positive out
right wing

wA - Velocity Z Body Axis (positive down)

The following intermediate equation is used in
positioning the CDM and CDL:

Aircraft Roll Angle (positive right

wing down)

W.j - FPM., * cos - FPM., * sino

The CDM's position relative to the ARP is defined in the
following equations:

so



7. COMPRESSION

The spacing of the CDL bars is compressed from a 1:1
ratio to a 4,4:1 ratio, The horizon line and the 5 degree
climb/dive bar are spaced at a 1:.1 relationship with the
outside world, The compreuion ratio then increases
linearly to a 4.4:1 ratio at the 90 degree zenith/nadir
symbol, The following are the general equation used to
position the climb bars, dive bars, and zenith and nadir
symbols.

The first step is to find the equation that transiformis the
input angle x, of domain [5,90), to the proper
compression ratio of the range [1,4.41.

4.4-1.0 3.4
90-5 85

I
CompreulonRatio -

m(x -5) +#

In order to find the distance from the horizon for the
input angle x, we must add up all the compresion ratios
between the 5 degree bar and the Input angle and add 5
for the distance from the horizon line to the 3 degree
bar.

distan ce =, CompressionRafto]dx + .0

dis tan ce = , FJp''t+x +5. 0
I,,, n.-[m[x -s] #],5

distance = #nmx-5 1 5.0
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APPENDIX B

Phase I Debrief Questionnaire
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HUMAN FACTORS EVALUATION OF
HUD SYMBOLOGY

Pilot ID _ Run #
Display used this trial: _ Head Up Display ___Head Down Display

Imtructlonst

This questionnaire Is designed to &ess Human Pactors concerns associated with the proposed HUD
symbology. Please read all instructions careMflly. Use the following swale to rate each statement. Write the
number corresponding to your rating on the line after each statement.

Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree

1 2 3 4 5 6

1. I was able to rapidly determine what unusual attitude I wu in u soon as I saw the HUD.

Comments:

2. At first glance at the HUD, I wu able to determine which control inputs were required for recovery,

Comments:

3. As I performed the unusual attitude recovery, HUD indications were confusing.

Comments:

4. I was confident of my spatial orientation dudU the unusual attitude recovery.

Comments:

S. I was confident of my spatial orientation after the unusual attitude recovery.

Comments:
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6. There wa. too much information presented on the HUD for an unusual attitude recovery,

Comments:

7. The HUD was easier to use than the HDD when recovering from unusual attitudes.

Comments:

S. This HUD is safe to use for unusual attitude recovery.-

Comments:

9. 1 would feel comfortable using this HUD as my primary flight reference for both instrument flying
and unusual attitude recoveries.

Comments:_

The following statments apply to the ILS and Navigation tasks.
Use the following scale to rate each statement, Write the number corresponding to your rating on the line
after each statement.

Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderatsly Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree

2 3 46

9. It wu easy to perform instrument cross checks with the HUD. __

Comments:

10. The HUD was easier to use than the HDD when performing the ILS task?

Comments:
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11. The HUD was easier to use than the HDD when performing the NAV task? __

Comments:

12, There was enough information presented on the HUD to aooomplish the ILS task.

Comments:

13, There was enough information presented on the HUD to acoomplish the NAV task.

Comments:

For the next four statements, rate eac.h of the boldface Iten as they would be Inserted In the smntence.
Use the following scale to rate each statement. Write the number corresponding to your rating on the line
after each parameter or component,

Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree

1 2 3 4

14. While using the HUD, I was able to adequately control the required

Altitude
Airspeed
Bank angle
Heading
Plight Path Angle

Comments:-
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15. The -_ component of the symbology used in the HUD was easy to interpret.

Pitch Ladder
Bank Scale
AOA
Flight Path Angle -
Airspeed
Altitude
Glidulope
LOCOCDI

Comments:_______

16. The _ component of the HUD Is placed where It is easy to crou check while performing the
ILS tank.

Pitch Ladder
Bank Scale
AOA
Flight Path Angle
Airspeed
Altitude
GlIdealope -

LOCOCMI

Comments:

17. The - component of the HUD is placed where it is easy to crou check while performing the
NAV task,

Pitch Ladder
Bank Scale
AOA
Flight Path Angle -

Airspeed
Altitude
Glidolope
LOCOCDI

Comments:
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For the next two statements, rate each of the boldface Indications an they would be Inased In die
sentence using the following scale.

Not enough Just right Too much
1 2 3

18. While using the HUD, rate the resolution of the - while performinS the ILS task,

Pitch Ladder
Bank Scale
AOA
Flight Path Angle
Airspeed
Altitude
Glidelope
LOC/CDI

Comments:

19. While using the HUD, rate the resolution of the _ _ while performing the NAV task.

Pitch Ladder
Bank Scale
AOA
Flight Path Angle
Airspeed
Altitude
Glidulope
LOCOCDI

Comments:
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The following statements apply to the Weapon Delivery mission.
U.. the following scale to rnte each statement. Write the number corresponding to your rating on the line
after each statement,

Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree

2 3 4

21. 1 was able to successuelly negotiate the low level portion of the mission using the CDAM and
tadpole steering cue.

Comments:

22, The relationship of the FPM to the CDAM enabled me to readily determine an approximate
direction and magnitude of the winds on the low level,

Comments:_

23. Given sufficient training, I believe I would be able to suoesafslly awomplish the bombing minion.

Comments:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __......

24. Do you envision any conflicts between the HUD symbology, as presented, with any of the missions
or mission symbology you are currently flying (YES/NO). If yes, please explain.

Comments:
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We have tried to make this questionnaire an complete u possible however, if you feel we have not addremsd

an important issue or have any additional comments about the HUD symbology ploeuw let us know.

The three things I like the most about the HUD were:

2.

3.

The throe things I disliked most about the HUD werei

2.

3.

Additional comments:
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APPENDIX C

Phase I Pilot Questionnaire Responses
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HEAD UP DISPLAY

1. I was able to rapidly determine what unusual attitude I was in as soon as I saw the HiD.

Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disauree Disagree Disagree Are Agree Asr I

Rating 1 2 3 4 S 6L
# of r onses 0 0 0 2 12 5

Subject 3: 5, At extreme pitch attitudes (especially nose up) I had trouble acquiring the
ghost horizon and determining which way to roll.

Subject 5: 5, Moot of the time. Lower on nose low v-60 degree, wings level,
Subject 6: 5, Nose low was very good. Nose hi was also good but not as easy as seing

"all white" on the ADI. Very now Hi (S0 degree +) was confusing at first
because of the HUD spin.

Subject 7: 4, HUD Symbology takes a moment to interpret in all attitudes.
Subject B: 4, Although this HUD is better than the present one, it still takes longer to

determine the attitude vs head down
Subject 9: 5, Por the most part yes, occasionally I would get momentarily confused, and

make an incorrect initial move, I recoglized my mistake immediately
afterwards.

Subject 11: 6, 1 liked all symbology except ghost horizon.
Subject 15: 5, The more it wu used, the easier it became to determine the attitude quickly.
Subject 16: 5, Only a few tinmes did I have to pause to confirm the UAR This occurred in

a nose-up situation with less than 300 of bank. The lost horizon was present,
but not Instantaneously usable,

Subject 17: 5, Had to think more than on the ADI.
Subject 20: 5, Once I practiced I keyed on a few things and never really saw the others,

Each person maybe different. Docluttering those things that I don't use would
help (like Nadir/Star/Nay info)

Subject 21: 5, When the ghost horizon was at the bottom, I had to lift my head up to find
it.

2. At first glance ut the HUD I was able to determine which control inputs were required for
recovery.

Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disauree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Airee

Rating 1 2 3 4 5 .
# of reponses 0 1 0 0 14 5

Subject 3: 5, See #1 Once I began rolling the ghost horizon beo.ame obvious.
Subject 5: 5, Same as I
Sublect 6: 5, The only real hard part here was determining the A/S. The little 'K*

sucks. It clutters the dial.
Subject 7: 5, Again exact attitude takes a while to interpret on the HUD so proper control

input takes a monient to determine in all attitudes.
Subject 8: 5, Pretty much so, there is still some interpretation to be done.
Subject 9: 5, ainme as above
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Subject 14: 5 For both 1 & 2, 1 felt safe conducting unusual attitude, but thought it took
me longer to analyze the presentation and iake proper Inputs than on the
H DD. It maybe that I'Im just not used to unusual attitude recovery on HUD.

Subject 16: 5, Seo #1 above. When In an extremes pltoh-down with NADIR slowing and
wing levol, I paused momentarily to confirm if I was short of or past the 900
point, even though In my thought proess, It appeared obvious, I still wanted
to confirm the right direction/move.

Subject 18: 2, Sometimes confused as to Invertedl or upright.
Subject 21: 6, Same as above.

3. As I performed the unusual attitude recovery, HUID Indications were confusing.

IStrongly Moderately Slightly ISlightly IModerately IStrongly
IDisagree IDisagree IDliaire Aires Agrm Aaree

Rating 1~I 2 I 3 4 I I 6 I
#of ret onset 11 601

Subject 3: 1, No problems noted onces recovery was begun.
Subject S.: 1, never
Subject 6: 2, 1 don't Ilike doing these on any HUD, period. If I had to this one works.

The post recovery SA Is higher on the HUD because of the CDAM
Subject 8: 1, Onoe the recovery was underway the HUD was may to follow.
Subject 14:, 1, never con fooing, just took the brand name seond to analyze
Subject 1S,: 2, Only in a couple case, mostly Inverted.
Subject 17:- 5, The nonconstant rate of the pitch bars was deceiving.
Subject 18: 1, Pitch ladder was good.
Subject 23:, 4, Medium energy (250.SS01klas) recoveries results In rapid recoveries - pitch

ladder become a bit of a blur, as opposed to ADI

4. 1 was confident of my mpattitl orientation during the unusual attitude recovery.

#Ofre Monsos 0 0 0 0 4 17

Subjlect 3: 6, Very easy uand comfortable to use after beginning the recovery.
Subject 5: 6, no problems
Subject 7: 5, Roll orientation lags on the HUD and causes a roll-pio lit some situations,

also, If the wings on the CDAM were a little longer, you mlight have at better
perception of roll rates.

Subject 8: 6, Again, once interproted the MUD in easy to read.
Subject 23: 6, Once recovery was Initiated, Indications were very clear and straight forward

related though to 3
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S. I was confident or my spatiul orientation after the unusual attitude recovery.

Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree

1 2 3 4 5 6
# of responses 0 0 0 0 1 19

* Subject 3: 6, Excellent. Easy to find level flight at all airspeeds/AOA.
Subject 5: 6, no problems
Subject 6: 6, see "3"
Subject 7: 6, The CDAM makes it esy to establish and maintain level flight.
Subject 8: 6, same as above
Subject IS: 6, Easily interpreted.

6. There was too much Information presented on the HUD for an unusual attitude recovery.

Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree

Rating 1 2 3 4 5 6
# of responses 9 6 1 1 . 3 0

Subject I: 2, It is fairly easy to focus on the most important information: CDAM/Pitoh
ladder and airspeed/altitude.

Subject 3: 2, The display appeared cluttered at times but didn't overly detract from
recovery.

Subject 7: 5, Never used the bank Indicator, Also, the Nav text takes up lots of room
and doesn't help at all. The "dials' around the airspeed and altitude don't help
since you have to read the airspeed anyway,

Subject I1I: 2, only ghost horizon
Subject 12: 4, sky pointers are extra synmbols not needed
Subject 20: 5, There's a lot of stuff (info) in there one could never hop to read procem.,

and use.
Subject 21: 5, Don't need mag heading or during turn & slip indicator recovery.
Subject 23: 2, In this test HUD, HUD trends to clutter at corners.

7. The HUD was easier to use than the HDD when recovering from unusual attitudes.

Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disa ree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree

Rating 1 2 3 4 5 6
of responses 2 1 8 6 1 2

Subject: 1: 4, Scored 4 only because a 0 meter was available in addition to tones to max
perform recovery.

Subject 3: 5, In most cases except very nose high with ghost horizon pegged at bottom of
display..

Subject 4: 3, Same comments u on HDD survey.
Subject 5: 3, On high AOA NH recoveries, on roll-out. The symbology would sink very

low in the HUD.
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Subject 6: 4, The initial "Look" (determining attitude) was not as good as the HDD,
mainly due to mono..color display. The blk & white on the ADI works well,

Subject 7: 1, Its always easier to recognize the unusual attitude head-down while it takes
some interpretation head-up. Also, distance from the horizon (in pitch angle)
is easier to perceive HD this allows you more time to keep cross checking alt
and airspeed,

Subject 8: 1, with HDD, the picture is 'instantaneous" and its something I'm more
familiar with.

Subject 9: 3, No, I still find the AD! simpler to interpret than the HUD.
Subject 11: 2, 1 feel the ADI is the easiest instrument to use for unusual At. recoveries.
Subject 14: 3, 1 think this is just do to prior training for 1500 hr. of flying features I have

been taught to recover off the ADL. Old habits are hard to break,
Subject 15: 4, They actually were about the same.
Subject 16: 3, This is a "push" (3 1/2). The HDD, because of color contrast take away the

possible confhusion of the HUD. Still, the HUD was very usable.
Subject 18: 6, Bigger, easier crossover.
Subject 20: 3, *Even" at ease of recovery.
Subject 21: 4, Both were easy but I definitely like my head up during recoveries.
Subject 22: 6, Good climb/dive on pitch info.
Subject 23: 4, In extreme nose up/down with ADI, at or near vertical HDD is confafing

while HUD is not with indexes pointing to horizon

8. This HUD Is safe to use for unusual attitude recovery.

Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Alrme Aaiee

Rating 1 2 3 4 5 6
of resonses 0 1 0 0 3 17

Subject 3: 6, Always felt that I could complete a safe recovery.
Subject 7: 2, If you know you are in an unusual attitude It takes longer HUD than HDD

to determine the condition. I think that if just found your self in an unusual
attitude that difference in time to figure It out would be increased. Also,
around tne horizon the difference between nose high and nose low am small.
If you were expecting to see slightly nose high right turn and you were really
180 degrees out from that I'm not sure you would recognize it. The two
colors of an ADI make that type situation Immediately apparent. Maybo
making the pitch bars have a more noticeable bend to them even around the
horizon would help, One in a recovery it is executable on the HUD, but since
the field of regard is small you tend to fixate on pitch and don't check other
instruments as much as HDD. The HUD is very good for establishing level
flight past recovery, That's nice, but if I was really doing an unusual attitude
recovery, the precision isn't necessary (a little up would be good for me) The
CDM does provide this data much quicker than HD instruments so its defiantly
a good thing, I would not recommend doing recoveries on the HUD, HDD's
are much better except for establishing precise level flight and quicker
contirmation of stopping a sink rate. Recover HD then check the CDM end
gtme would he my technique

Subject B: 5, It's s8t111, but not as safe as HDD.
Subject 9: 6, yek it is safe.
Subject 1I: 6, All inrnrnution is easily read.
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Subject 16: 6, With the current display, tapering, gearing, etc., training is the key to the
success and safety of its use. Practice will lead to confidence in the display.

Subject 23: 6, It with proper assurances, training, attitude reliability etc.

9. It was easy to perfonn instrument cross checks with the HUD.

S..... Strongly .. Moderately Sligh'tly Slightly M•oderately " Strongly
Diure DsagM Disagree ..... Agre Agree Aar

Rating 1_ 2 ,•3 ... 4 $ 6

# of respnses 0 . 0 0 2 4 .14

Subject 1: 6
Subject 2: 5
Subject 3: 6, All info was in a predictable place and a rapid cross check was eay to do.
Subject 4: 6
Subject 5: 6
Subject 6: 5, The "K" on the A/S dial sucks, it cluttered the display.
Subject 7: 6
Subject 8: 6
Subject 9: 6, Workload was greatly deremed as everything was right in front of me.
Subject 11: 6, All information Is easily read.
Subject 12: 6
Subject 14: 6, very nicel
Subject 15: 6, No comment.
Subject 16: 4, Instantaneous field of view caused a certain amount of les movement; not

required with HDD.
Subject 17: 5, No comment.
Subject 18: 6, Easier crosscheck because all in one localized area,
Subject 20: 5, The airspeed indicator is difficult to use..Perhaps because its difference from

the real airspeed gauge, It takes a second to process what happened for me
was that I solely read the digital read out,

Subject 21: 6, No comment.
Subject 22: 6, No comment.
Subject 23: 4, Take "K" out of ]AS indicator. Perhaps test HUD is the problem at

lAS/Altitude too far apart, seems like Head down, I can cromacheck with
better cognizance, less work, then again 26 seconds of inst. flying, 13 with
HUD, would make it so.

10, The HUD was easier to use than the HDD when performing the ILS task?

Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly
*ige Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree

Rating 1 2 3 4 5 6
# of responses 0 0 1 2 3 14

Subject 1: 5, Once the sensitivity of the HUD is understood, it is easier to fly a more
accurate ILS.

Subject 3: 6, Very easy to do a precise ILS.
Subject 4: 6, Excellent precise guidance.
Sibject 5: 5, It's a higher workload because your deviations look larger. But the level

flight picture didn't change w/AOA.
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Subject 7: 6, Small AD! and stop gauge made HDD INS particularly difficult. However,
even with a bigger ADI and round dials the HUD would still be better for
precision Instruments than HDD, the difference wouldn't be so great.

Subject 8: 6, Easier cross check, much better and more accurate climb/dive information.
Subject 9: 6, Fewer head movements made it sier.
Subject 12: 6, cross check time slowed way down.
Subject 14: 6, you could fly a very precise ILS with info present.
Subject 15: 6, Crosucheck seemed to be quicker, resulting in better performance.
Subject 16: 3, HUD display shift based on AOA/airspeed does not occur on the HDD.

HUD disploy shifted down at slow airspeed/hlgh AOA, which could lend to
disoriuntaion.

Subject 18: 6, The HUD was an excellent pitch ladder and airspeed and altitude indicators.
Heading grad. could be more refined for precision approaches (PARs).
AOA indicator needs a caret or similar Item that stays abeam the velocity
vector rather than the E bar moving around. Will facilitate an easier
crosscheck. Localizer and glidealope are good.

Subject 20: 6, Flight path indicator makes it easier.
Subject 21: 4, Occasionally, I wouldl miss the capture of the pitch AAR because it was too

low, I also use VVI during an ILS which wasn't available,
Subject 23: 6, ILS on HUD resulted in tighter parameters for same type of small

horizontal/course deviations. I like AOA indicator to be reversed.

11. The HUD wan easier to use than the HDD when performing the NAV task?

Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagrse Agree Agra. Agire

Rating 1 2 3 4 5 6
# of resrnse 0 0 1 1 4 13

Subject 1: 6, Much easier to use primarily because of CDM. No VVI instrument delay
for level offs and turns when changing airspeed.

Subiject 3: 6. Would like some form of VVI to calculate level-off lead altitude.
Subject 4: Need to he able to set heading and A/S to perform this task a written ie. this

was a "memory" nay task.
Subject 5: 5, same as above.
Subject 6: 5, General SA was better in the HUD but: (1) The "K" on the A/S sucks. (2)

the lack of "Capt Bars' to mark headings would help the HUD alot. (3) the
CDM help alot,

Subject 7: 6, (Same comments as 10) also, heading on the HUD is easier because of the
expanded scale. All instruments are conveniently located so close you can
easily cross check them and be very precise.

Subject 8: 6, same as above
Subject 11: 6, You could be very precise with the HUD.
Subject 15: 6, Crosscheck seemed to be quicker, resulting in better performance.
Subject 16: 3, 1 felt my performance was better on tie HDD than the HUD, which could

have been due to the sensitivity perceived lookin at the CD marker and CD
ladder versus the ADI. 50 on the ADI is different than 50 on the MUD in
relation to the visual perception. HUD appears more sensitive

Subject 17: 6, See Question 1I.
Subject 21: 6, I like the CDM always giving you level information even at high AOA/slow

speed.
Sulsiect 22: 5, A/S and ALD to small.
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Subject 23: 5, Relating to provide comments, HUD Bank/HDG and A/S - Alt could be

grouped tighter or my cross check could use some work.

12, There was enough information presented on the HUD to accomplish the ILS task.

Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Arm

Rating 1 2 3 4 S 6
#ofiresponses 0 0 0 0 6 14

Subject 1: 5, When south of the localizing course heading NW, you need a bearing
pointer somewhere in the cockpit to tell you how close to course you are (3
radials vs 20 radials)

Subject 3: 6, The AS and ALT markers are great I don't like the AOA bracket it isn't
Intuitive would prefer something that is more like the round dial type.

Subject 5: 5, Need some control instrument for A/S RPM/ITT/Fuel flow in digital
readout might work.

Subject 6: 5, I missed having bearing pointer info for the intercept.
Subject 8: 6, But ,..the AOA needs more emphuis. This HUD bases approaches on

airspeed should use AOA
Subject 12: 5, I would like to know where I'm at in relation to the station (situational

awareness)
Subject 14: 6, 1 still think a VVI presentation might be worthwhile, eapecially for PAR's&

Non-precision,
Subject 16: 6, Instantaneous field of view caused/necessitated some head movement or seat

adjustment. Not necessmry with head.down instruments,
Subject 18: 6, See Question 11.
Subject 21: 5, need VVI.

13. There was enough informatlon presented on the HUD to accomplish the NAV task.

Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagre Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Anme

Ratine 1 2 3 4 5 6
# of responses 0 0 1 0 4 15

Subject 3: 6, Only problem noted was at very slow speeds all infor (FP marker CDM,
bank scale) get compressed at the bottom of the display,

Subject 4: 3, see comments from #1i above
Subject 5: 5, same u above,
Subject 6: 5, Need "Capt Bars"
Subject 7: 5, A heading marker would be nice to have
Subject 16: 6, See #12.
Subject 18: 6, See Question 11.

14. While using the HUD, I wus uble to udequately control the required.

Subject 1: Digital alt & airspeed much easier to be more accurate with but never even saw
VVI indications in HUD.

Subiect 3: No direct readout of VVI have to calculate (VVI was never specified in any
task),
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Subject 5: Need control inst for airspeed.
Subject 6: (1) The "K" on the A/S dial sucks, (2) the heading display in inadequate for

PARSe
Subject 7: Excellent control of angle but no actual vertical velocity readout (not

necessary)
Subject 8: Airspeed (5) Get rid of the "K" on the A/S indicator. Vert.Vel (4) Indirectly

using CDAM I never used the VVI readout.
Subject 14: No VVI (but most tasks on this teat did not require VVI air climbs & dives

were directed as 3 degrees at a particular A/S.
Subject IS: Vertical velocity was not presented, but it was ey to control pitch attitude.
Subject 16: VVI to maintain "0" is very workload intensive (you try to maintain "0").

Need a dampened VVI like HDD.
Subject 18: Digital readout of alt/airspeed should be larger; heading scale should be in 20

increments, not 50,

Subject 21: Occasionally would lose band & heading info out of view. No VVX info,
Subject 22: A/S & ALT both took longer to Interpret them with a trip gauge heading - in

the P-16 we can read exact heading (03o) is in a box VVI not in this HUD,

15. The _ component of the symbology used In the HUD was may to Interpret.

Comments:

Subject 2: K in A/S symbology should not be in the circle either outside or not at all.
Subject 3: Glide Scope. LOC/CDI *. When Intercepting GS the pitch director Instantly

indicates your above oS, this needs to come down from top of display for a
smooth intercept, Pitch Ladder - Pitch ladder Is easy to intercept but numbers
are blurred at high pitch rats during recoveries ( most notably during nose
high recoveries while pulling to the horizon.)

Subject 4: The AOA was unusable and cluttered the HUD. Move It to the side and give
me numbers,

Subject 5: Glidemlope - 6, didn't see it until it was pointed out to me again, then it was
"easy.

Subject 6: Airspeed - The "K" sucks, clutters the display.
Subject 7: Pitch ladder -(5) accentuate the difference around the horizon,

Bank Scale - (5) the expanding bank scale just got in the way, if I'm at 90
degrees at bank I don't care if I'm at 85 degrees or 90, Scale Is nice otherwise
for precision instruments not needed except for flying approach.
LOC/CDI - (5) When you have a cross wind because the CDI has such a large
gap in it, it is hard to tell if you are exactly on course.
Airspeed/Altitude - (6) easy to interpret but extra symbology, You have to
read the digital airspeed and altitude anyway (or you wouldn't know the
hundreds digit) the round gauges just take up extra space and clutter the HUD,
It would be nice to have the altitude "gauge" appear in the lut 500 of a decent
and then have DH caret available, but other than that its just extra symbology
making it harder to read the important Information.

Subject 8: AOA (2) The AOA readout should be more prominent. VVI (1) the VVI never
come into play,

Subject 14: Pitch ladder iR better than previous ones AOA presentation wu kind of non-
fitctor.

Subject 16: Similar to #14, number easy to read "6." Easy to use "4." Frustration
inducing "6."

Subject 17: Olideslope and LOC/CDI get in the way of the steering bars and need to be
more pronounced.
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Subject 21: 1 was getting use to the AOA info but still found it hard to interpret quickly.
VVI doesn't exist, I missed glideslope flight director info initially on occasion.

Subject 22: AOA reverse of what I use in the F-16. VVI not in the HUD AS/ALT too
small.

16. The -_ component of the HIUD is placed where it is easy to cross check while performing
the ILS task.

Subject 3: AOA bracket tends to clutter center of display and intuitively moving CDM to
fix AOA detracts from maintaining 0S,

Subject 4: Didn't need VVI for ILS, AOA gets lout in with CDI.
Subject 6: The LOC/CDI RAW Data is cluttered with other info on glideslope. Need to

move DMB etc. somewhere else when Sger is down,
Subject 11: HUD wu very easy to use for instrument flying.
Subject 16: Bank scale and heading (even though not part of the question are slightly out

of the IFOV, Need to move head to use. Again, mat height is critical.
Subject 18: AOA and VV--discussed previously,
Subject 21: 1 like the 3 degree down cue.
Subject 22: AOA/ALT/AS placed well but not the easiest to interpret, VVI not present.
Subject 23: Bank Scale -too low, A/S, Altitude closer together

17. The _ component of the HUD Is placed where It is easy to cross check while performing
the NAV task.

Comments.:

Subject 3: CDM gets too low at low A/S
Subject 6: The addition of "Capt Bars' type of gismo would help a lot,
Subject 7: Put heading marker on the HUD
Subject 11: same as above
Subject 16: Heading should be included herem. "3' See #16.
Subject 18: If you have to focus your eyes to an AOA scale that is shifting up or down,

you will tend to pull or push the aircraft nose to it when a power 4justment is
normally the required input.

18, While using the HUD ruts the resolution of the while performing the ILS task.

Comments:

Subject 3: LOC is a little sensitive especially during initial intercept.
Subject 6: Fit Dir needs to be wider or something. They don't stand out enough,
Subject 7: Airspeed/Altitude cluttered by extra symbology hard to read numbers, LOC

very thin could be a slightly smaller gap.
Subject 11: Very easy to fly instruments with this HUD
Subject 14: Resolution greatl
Subject 16: Heading should be included here. *3.* See #16.
Subject 18: Good.
Subject 22: AS & ALT had to be read out not just glanced at, VVI not available.
Subject 23: Bank/nay could be a little bigger. A/S/Alt make cardinal lines longer.
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19. While using the HUD rate the resolution of the __ while performing the NAV task.

Comments:

Subject 6: Get rid of the 'K". Too cluttered.
Subject 11 ; Same as above
Subject 14: Greatl
Subject 18: You left out headingl Need better refinement capability of pilot + or 20 not

50. Splitting the difference may be good enough usually, but not when the
ceiling is 100 ft In 1/4 mile via.

Subject 22: Alt & A/S same u above.
Subject 23: see above

20. The three things I like the most about the HUD were:

Subject 1: (1) Don't have to move eyes very far to one all necessary data to fly instrument
(2) CDM much more accurate than ADI especially during A/S chg.

Subject 2: Pitch ladder symbology, (2) CDM. easy to fix VVI
Subject 3: Very easy to fly precise instruments. A/S and Alt makers are excellent. Ghost

horizon is very helpful,
Subject 4: Different pitch ladder for up vo down. Round dial A/S and ACT. Bank angle

presentation,
Subject 5: LVL is always LVL. Fly down the funnel.
Subject 6: CDM, Pitch ladders
Subject 7: Consentrates presentation of information makes for my cross check,

Centering steering In the circle of the CDM makes flying an L. mye Digital
airspeed and altitude.

Subject 8: The stabilized climb/dive marker, The "funnel & bucket' pitch ladder. The
bank scale.

Subject 9: Pertinent information displayed in one place. Baier to perform rosacheck,
Expanded pitch scale made precision flying euier. Liked the round
dial/digital display for A/S & Alt.

Subject 11: It made instrument flying eay. Round dials for airspeed, alt - excellent.
Subject 12: Concise information, Easily readable.
Subject 14: Difference between upper & lower Pitch Ladders. Raw data for ILS. Airspeed

& Altitude Presentation.
Subject 15: Easy croeecheck; appropriate information presented; good pitch, ladder

scaling, and presentation,
Subject 17: The airspeed and altitude displays; the horizon line,
Subject 18: Pitch ladder; airspeed/altimeter; format (display layout),
Subject 20: Pitch ladder, heading display, alt, display.
Subject 21: The CDM, Ghost horizon, and eay to interpret.
Subject 22: Pitch ladder for climb/dive, CDI presentation.
Subject 23: Horizon ghost in unusual attitudes recoveries. A/S/Alt indicators with digital

readouts, Bank indicator.

21. The three things I disliked most ubout the HUD were:

Suhlect 2: CDI/LOC steering bar interference hard to interpret when overlapping.
Recommend a single cue for ILS fit director. Hdg reference mark occluded by
CDI pointer arrow on ILS dogleg.

Subject 3: AOA bracket is not intuitive and clutters display. As seen here in SM;
flashing and wavy lines distracting. At low speed becomes cluttered at bottom
of HUD.
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Subject 4: AOA. Inability to mark heading and A/S during Nay task. I had to lean
forward to see entire presentation.

Subject 5: No airspeed "Control" intr Ojust performance), Symbols would sink to bottom
of FOV @ High AOA

Subject 6: The lack of bearing info for approaches, (2) No "Capt Bars" to mark headings.
(3) The "K" on the airspeed indicators.

Subject 7: Difficult to immediately determine unusual attitude compared to HDD. Needs
to be more difference in the horizon. Extra symbology se below. Lack of a
heading marker.

Subject: AOA display on ILS approaches. VVI readout. "K" on the airspeed indicator.
Subject 9: Unnecessary "K" in airspeed dial.
Subject 11: At slow airspeeds during unusual att. recov. HUD would become jumpy and

contusing. Did not like ghost horizon. Did not like "K" on airspesd dial.
Subject 12: Pitch ladder number on different sides, I would rather have them on one side

with a negative sign for nose down plus being dashed lines would suffice "sky
pointers, tabs, curve lines are not men. Increase size of dashes so they can be
seen.

Subject 14: No VVI.
Subject 15: Lack of VVI Information.
Subject 17: The unequal intervals of the pitch bars; the raw ILS data needs to be more

prominent; no gun cross +. (Put this in a real jet (non F-16).
Subject IS: ADA gauge (see previous comments/suggestions); heading scale (not enough

gradient); size of digital display in airspeed/ait. Very usable HUD. However,
only significant advancement (or enhancement) over P-ISE HUD is trend data
available in airspeed/and altimeter and the funnelobucket pitchladder idea
(good for crossoheck/unusual attitudes.

Subject 20: Clutter with nay info. Airspeed indicator, high bauk flight path indication for
level flight,

Subject 21: Lack of VVI for ILS. AOA information needs to be presented differently.
Limited filed of view.

Subject 22: Altitude, Airspeed, AOA. Suggestion: Place the Heading in exact degrees in
Its own box, use tape gauges for airspeed and altitude,

Subject 23: AOA direction of travel should be reversed to provide additional manning to
pilot, as display hits sour test. Displaces size of entire display, pitch lines
could be narrower, drowning display together. No heading set in HUD. Put
data blocks in lower c:omers up and this will be eas.er to reference.

AdditionalCoMmntas

Subject 2: Recom|mended setting up the unusual attitudes by looking somewhere else in
the cockpit prior to recovery instead of closing eyes- this would be more
realistic in actual instrument unusual attitude recoveries.

Subject 3: Can ha'ely see all of the display at one time especially top and bottom which
sometimes precluded acquiring ghost horizon during UAR. Overall, HUD in
superior to HDD for precise instrument tasks and is at least as good (and at
times superior to) HDD for unusual attitude recoveries as tested.

Subject 4: 1 would like a copy of MAT Foster Bitton's slides (used during training).
Subject 6: Unusual attitude recoveries will never be as safe as the ADI. The "K" in the

Airspeed indicator made it very difficult to see changes in A/S, it was too
cluttered, The Raw data for ILS Glideslope ended up cluttered among the
DME, NAVAID, info something needs to move. Didn't find the "Dashed
Horizon" line that helpful. It wasn't a problem .... just didn't help much. I
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think most things on the HUD will work ok for IMC. I also think replacing
the HDD with HUD only will kill people.

Subject 7: Round gauges around airspeed and altitude (see 15) Ground speed and mach
number were not needed when flying instruments or should be selectable if
desired, The block of text on the lower right is almost useless. The DME is
good hut unless the rest of the Info Is not displayed somewhere else in the
cockpit its just clutter. The problem I had here is that the raw data Slide path
infornution (very important) gets lost in this block of non-crItical information.
The K on the airspeed is unncessmry it just clutters the display, its easy to
remember airspeed on the left aIt on the right.

Sub•ect 8: 1 believe a colorizad HUD would be easier to rmd/linterpret.
Subject 12: 1 don't like CDM & FPM, not needed, just make the CDM act like APPM in

moat airplanes, because it acts like a FPM in the vertical but not the horizontal
myway. For a guy flying lw levels he would like to know for sure he an get
through a valley ..... etc.

Subject 14: 1 liked the HUD alot! We've always known you can fly more precise
Instruments & nay off HUD. Now I believe you can safely recover unusual
attitudes on HUD. The problem In the puat; there's been no way to tell If the
HUD or inputs into the HUD have failed and the HUD is inaccurate.
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APPENDIX E

Phase IH Debrief Questionnaires
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HUMAN FACTORS EVALUATION OF
HUD SYMBOLOGY

Pilot ID #_ Run _
Display used this trial: _..Heud Up Display _Head Down Display

lmutnactlons:

*This questionnaire is designed to assess Human Factors conlcerns associated with the proposed HUD
symbology. Please read all instructions carefully. Use the following scale to rate each statement. Write the
number corresponding to your rating on the line after each statement,

Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree

1 2 3 4 S 6

1. I was able to rapidly determine what unusual attitude I was in as soon as I saw the HUD.

Comments:

2. At first glance at the HUD, I was able to determine which control Inputs were required for recovery.

Comments:

3. As I performed the unusual attitude recovery, HIUD indications were confusing. -

Comments:

4. I was confident of my spatial orientation dXIU the unusual attitude removery.

Comments:

S. I was confident of my spatial orientation lfoge the ,inusual attitude recovery. --

Comments:
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6. There was too much information presented on the HUD for an unusual attitude recovery.

Comments:

7. The HUD was easier to use than the -DD when recovering from unusual attitudes,

Comments:

S. This HUD is safe to use for unusual attitude recovery,

Comments:

9. I would feel comfortable using this HUD as my primary flight reference for both instrument flying
and unusual attitude recoveries,

Comments:

The following statements apply to the MS and Navigation tasks.
'Use the following setle to rate each statement. Write the number corresponding to your rating on the line
after each statement.

Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree

1 2 3 4 S 6

9. It was easy to perform instrument cross checks with the HUD.

Comments:

10, The HUD was easier to ue than the HDD when performing the I1.8 task? _

Comments:
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11. The HUD was easier to use than the HDD when performing the NAV task?

Comments:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

12. There wae enough information presented on the HUD to accomplish the ILS task. _-

Comments:_

13. There was enough Information presented on the HUD to accomplish the NAV task.

C om m ents:_.. . . ......... .......

For the next four statements, rate each of the boldface Ites as they would be Inserted in the sentmece.
Use the following scale to rate each statement. Write the number corresponding to your rui*ng on the line
after each parameter or component.

Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Ntrangly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree

1 2 3 4 S

14. While using the HUD, I was able to adequately control the required

Altitude
Airspeed
Bank angle
Heading
Flight Path Angle

Comments:
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15. The c component of the symbology used In the HUD was easy to interpret,

Pitch Ladder
Bank Scale
AOA
Flight Path Angle
Airspeed
Altitude
Glideslope
LOCOCDJ

Comments:

16. The component of the HUD is placed where it i. easy to cemu check while performing the
ILS task.

Pitch Ladder
Bank Scale
AOA
Flight Puth Angle -

Airepeed
Altitude
Glideslope
LOCOCD!

Comments:

17. The component of the HUD Is placed where it I. easy to crow check while performing the
NAV task.

Pitch Ladder
Bank Scale
AOA
Flight Puth Angle
Airspeed
Altitude
GIlIdeslope
LOC/CDI

Comments:
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For the next two statements, rute each of the boldface Indications au they would be Inserted in the
sentence using the following scale.

Not enough Just right Too much
I 2 3

18. While using the HUD, rate the resolution of the __ while performing the ILS tak.

Pitch Ladder
Bank Scale
AOA
Flight Path Angle
Airspeed -

Altitude
Glidealope -

LOC/CDI

Comments:,

19. While using the HUD, rate the revolution of the - while performing the NAV task.

Pitch Ladder
Bank Scale -

AOA
Flight Path Angle -
Airspeed
Altitude
Glidulope
LOC/CD1

Conunents:_
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The following statunents apply to the Weapon Delivery minuion.
Use the following scale to rate each statement. Write the number corresponding to your rating on the line
after each statement.

Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree

24 S 6

21. 1 wu able to succesatmlly negotiate the low level portion of the minion using the CDM and tadpole
steering cue. -

Comments:___

22. The relationship of the PPM to the CDM enabled me to readily determine an approximate direction
and magnitude of the winds on the low level, .,-.-

Comments:

23. Given sufficient training, I believe I would be able to successfully accomplish the bombing miuion.

Comments:

24. Do you envision any conflicts between the HUD symbology, an presented, with any of the minions
or mission symbology you are currently flying (YES/NO). If ye, pleae explain.

Comments:_
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We have tried to make this questionnaire as complete as possible however, if you feel we have not addressed
an important issue or have any additional comments about the HUD symbology please let us know.

The three things I like the most about the HUD were:

1.

2.

3.

The three things I disliked most about the HUD were:

2.

3.

Additional comments:
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Phase II Pilot Questionnaire Responses
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HEAD UP DISPLAY

1. I was able to rapidly determine what unusual attitude I was in as soon as I saw the HUD.

Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree A ra

Rating 1 2 3 4 5 6
# of responses 0 1 1 3 8 2

Subject 1: 5, The HUD's asymmetric display aide to determine the unusual attitude, but
there is a slight time delay in determining the actual unusual attitude.

Subject 2: 6, For instrument flight, a VVI indication would be useful on the HUD.
Subject 3: 5, Sometimes the symbology wasn't clear enough and not enough cuOe were

immediately seen.
Subject 4: 5, Nose-hi (climb) references were occasionally confusing. This was mainly

because of prior experlence/habit patterns.
Subject 5: 5, 1 always knew which way to roll except when ghost horizon wus not in view

on a few occasions. Without teepe I had to use dashed or solid line pitch
Intormation to tell up or down.

Subject 7: 5, In general yes, For some nose up recoveries, I need to use Shoot horizon to
determine correct inputs.

Subject 8: 5, Nose low attitudes seemed easier to &sses. I think this was due to the
dashed lines and the unique funnel shapes.

Subject 9: 2, Nose low was easy! But, nose high was more difficult because there seem
to be fewer cues, I had to remember "numbers on left' during nose high
UARs.

Subject 10: 5, Dashed/slid lines are not as quickly recognizable as black/grey on ADI
Subject 12: 4, Mostly after I had trained on the simulator the HUD display was obvious,

However, I always had to think about the display before the unusual attitude.
For the first couple of unusual attitudes per usesion, I made errors.

Subject 13: 3, First attempt nose low I usually thought I was upside down, if I rehearsed
display in my head before each run I could do OK. Nose high was hard to
interpret.

Subject 14: 5, Better than eagle HUD for UARs
Subject 15: 4, Determining the attitude was not immediate. Finding and rolling to the

horizon was easy.

2. At first glance at the HUD I was uble to determine which control inputs were required for

Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disuaroo Disagree Disagree Aglree Agin Agree

Rating 1 2 3 4 $i
# of rMLpon._§8 0 0 2 2 (

Subject 1: 5, Slight delay in recovering due to a slight unsureneas of the unusual attitude.
Subject 4: 5, Dive, no problem, Climb, see #1 above.
Subject 5: 5, Same as above
Subject 7: 5, In general, yes. See #1
Subject S: 6, By focusing primarily on the ghost horizon I found the UARs much easier

hand-up than head-down,
Subject 9: 5, It took longer for me to analyze nose high UARs because of limited cues.
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Subject 12: 4, Control inputs come from what unusawl attitude you think you are in.
Subject 13: 3, Same as #1
Subject 14: 6, Horizon line is great
Subject 15: 4, After locating the horizon line, willing/pitch were eay. Airspeed sand

altitude required some effort.

3. As I performed the unusual attitude recovery) HUD indications were conftning.

Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately IStrongly
Disnre Dsagee Disagree Agzree I Agt"_ Anre

Rating 1 2 3 4 5
#of responue 10 4 0 1 0 0

Subject 3: 2, A few times, the symbology was distorted enough to cause wrong direction
inputs - possibly a aim problem.

Subject 4i 2, Dive angle compression scales caused a little confusion. T1he changes in the
scales without any physical Inputs (g on body) causes a little confusion during
the pulls back to the horizon.

Subject 8-, 1, Once I was able to confirm my attitude, the HUD indications were just what
I expected,

Subject 10:, 1, Recovery wus easy atler up/down was determined
Subject 12-: 1, Once situational awareness was established In the unusual attitude, the

recovery did not affect situational awareness.
Subject 13: 2, Had some problems when passing 30 dog nose low due to change in *flow

rate" of pitch ladder. Also had problems when I saw nose low (or high) pitch
ladder lines above and below horizon simultaneously.

Subject IS: 2, After several seconds (3) determining up from down is difficult.

4. 1 was confident of my spatial orientation during then unusual attitude recovery.

IStrongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagre Disagree Disagree Agree Agree se

Rating 1 2 3 4S
# of msponses 0 1 0 0 2 12

Subject 4: 6, Never a problem of which way was up, but occasionally about how far up
Subject 8: 6, No problemii. Initial recognition wus the most difficult aspect.
Subject 12: 6, Soe #3
Subject 13: 5, Sao #3
Subject 15: 2, A bigger difference between the upper and lower lines is required.

S. I wu confi dent of my spatial orientation after the unusual attitude recovery.

Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly
Diaree _Diougroee Disagree Airee Aime Agree

Rating 17 2 3 4 9 0
# of resonmeN 0 0 0 1 14

Subject 4: 6, No problem



Subject 12: 6, Sea #3

Subject 13: 6, No problems once within 10 deg of level

S. There was too much Infonntion proented on the HUD for an unusual attitude recover.

Strongly Moderately Slightly I Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disauree Disaizee Disazrr Aimo Airee Ai

Retine 1 2 3 4 . $.
# of responses 7 3 2 2 1 0

Subject 4: 4, Depending on orientation, occasionally there was too much Informauuon in
line with the pitch ladders. (90deg Sank)

Subject 5: 4, Didn't need VVI information or bank nformstion
Subject 7: 5, Bank scale wu pure clutter for nose low unusual attitude recoveries.

Heading scale gets confused with straight pitch lines nose up.
Subject 8: 1, At times I thought the nadir and apex cluttered the HUD but they were also

valuable by informing me of an extreme nose high or nose low attitude,
Subject 9: 1, Need better nose high cues, Nose low was outstanding with the - I \ _

- - symbology, You knew instantly which way was up,
Subject 12: 1, lntormnation displayed wu not overwhelming
Subject 13: 3, Doesn't renlly give me compelling information u to my global position (up

or down)

7. The HUD was eamler to ure than the HDD when recovering from unusual sttitudes.

Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagmree DigirNe Dlusaro Airee Agree Aee

Rating 1 2 3 4 S, 6
# of responses 1 4 1 . 2 1 1 ]

Suhiect 2: 4, Because of the extensive head down training in the USAF, head down is
still more comfortable,

Subject 3: 2, Easier to soe at first glance on the HDD what is up or down
Subject 4: 4, The cross check was easier
Subject 5: 3, About the same
Subject 8: 5, Early on I thought the HUD was fairly difficult, but once you got used to

the symbology it becomes slightly easler than head-down.
Subject 9: 3, A lot of good information is on the HUD, but the HUD is still much more

obvious which way is up/down.
Subject 12: I, The HUD is still not intuitive, The HUD was designed as a precise attitude

ref•rence and not a total attitude reference. As such, I don't think the HUD
should be used for unusual attitude recoveries.

Subject 13: 2, Takem a lot of brain power to do interpretation
Subject 14: 3-4, HUD - Quicker response by merely pulling to horizon. HDD - Quicker

assessment of overall position (quicker - eusler)
Subject 15: 3, High pitch angles were easier/low pitch angles +1- 30 dog were sailer hebdi

down
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B. This HUD is safe to use for unusual attitude recovery.

Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagre Agree Aime. Agrm

Rating 1 2 _ 4 s
# of respnase 1 1 0 6

Subject 2: 6, With continued training in the system.
Subject 3: 5, Requires practice regularly, though, to be able to rapidly respond to the

"sight" picture.
Subject 4: 5, Dive angle compression could give a false sense of security during a

pullout/or cause confusion
Subject 8: 6, 1 would have no problems trusting this HUD in a real UAL.
Subject 12: 1, Not until a more intuitive display is developed. I think as a minimum, the

HUD needs two different colors,
Subject 13: 2, 1 don't think it's intuitive, especially nose high.
Subject 14: S, Except for when HUD is inoperative

9. I would feel comfortable using this HUD as my primary flight reference for both Intrument
flying and unusual attitude recoveries,

Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Stmogly
Disaire Disanree Ding ,e An ... Agree A

Rating 1 2 3 4 9 6
#ofresonses I 1 0 0 . 6

Subject 3: 5, Still prefer to glance at the HDD to crosoheock and verify (old habits will
never diel)

Subject 4: 5, After more practice in a real jet and I felt confident it was working
Subject 8: 6, Very easy to use
Subject 9: 5, 1 would like to see a better (inure obvious) symbology for pitch (nose high)

and the CDM movement was sometimes confusing.
Subject 12: 1, 1 would teel completely comfortable using the HUD for instrument flying,

but not for unusual attitude recoveries,
Subject 13: 2, No tfr unusual attitudes
Subject 15: 4, But I would require the ADI,

10. It wu easy to perform instrument cross checks with the HUD.

Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly
LL•s&L Mis a. ree Disa rge A ore Agree Aire,

Ratini r.. 1 2 3 4 5 6
#ofresonsea 0 0 0 1 .12

Subject 1: 4, Perftet seating height - some of the HUD itueis are near the edge of the
instantaneous field of view.

Subject 2: 5, An excellent display, One Problem, the bank indicator may get too close to
the glide path and course indicators making it cluttered.

Subject 3: S, No coimment
Subject 4: 6, 1 don't like the dials around the airspeed and altimeter readouts
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Subject 5: 6, Easier to be precise with flight path information. Grouping and location
much belter than HDD.

Subject 8: 6, Very easy
Subject 9: 6, Nice having all information closely grouped like that.
Subject 12: 6, Everything's there in a 15 dog by 15 dog field of view.
Subject 13: 6, Very easy to be precise
Subject 15: 5, Very precise

11. The HUID was easier to uae than the HDD when performing the ULS task?

Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagre Arim Agee Agree

Rating - I 2 3 4 $ I 6
#of reuponses 0 0 0 1 4 10

Subject 4: 4, Easier to pick up trend information, probably because of the size of the
HDD instruments. Also it corrected for AOA automatically

Subject 5: 6, Samei O #10
Subject 8: 6, Much easier to be precise
Subject 9: 6, Cross check was easier
Subject 12: 5, HUD ILS display is overwhelming,
Subject 14: 5, Flying the ILS on this HDD wu a nightmare compared to F-IS HDD.

Pitch and steering bars ar much more sensitive on P-15 HDD, making it
easier to stay on course and glidepath. If you're using the same deflection
schedule head-down as head-up, I think you're doing head-down a dimrvice
and skewing your data. It's not that hard to fly a head-down ILSI

Subject 15: 5, At slower speeds the bank steering Indicator gems in the way

12. The HUD was ealer to use than the HDD when performing the NAV task?

Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disaree Agree Arere Agree

Rating 1 2 3 4 5 6
#-of responses 0 0 0 1 1 13

Subject 4: 5, Holding level flight was meay, but altitude level off lead points were
indeterminable,

Subject 8: 6, The CDM and airspeed indicator make the most difference, I found the
altimeter slightly difficult to use,

Subject 12: 6, No comparison
Subject 15i: 6, But the F-16 has *&%#*& instruments (placement and wize)l The F-IS tnay

be a different story.
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13. Ther was enough information presented on the HUD to accomplish the ILS task.

Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Aves

Rating 1 2 3 4 S 6
#.of re nsens I 1 0 0 2 11

Subject 4: 5, Sometimes too much. The pitch bar blended in with other information.
Subject 5: 6, Need VVI information
Subject 7: 6, Too much, get rid of the 3 deg line, It's useless clutter.
Subject 8: 6, Yea, I really liked the AOA/power indicator
Subject 9: 2, When ostablished on course/glidepath, the bank director directly overlays

the CDI and I would still like an indication of the course unobstructed by the
flight director. The glide slope indicator isjust fine.

Subject 12: 1, Too much informationl The display was way too cluttered. The 3 deg nose
down line should be removed, the energy management cue removed, the flight
director made to a single cue, the bank pointer moved to the bottom of the
scope as a start. Erase all of the TACAN and ILS channel Information. The
ILS display worked OK once you were set and established on final. However,
once significantly off course, the ILS display was very confusing with all the
overlapping intformation. Make it simplel

Subject 13: 6, The 3 deg pitch ladder is in the wayl The information in all there, just
cluttered.

14. There was enough information presented on the HUD to accomplish the NAV task.

Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Airee

Rating 1 2 3 4 S 6
# of responses 0 0 0 0 1 14

Subject 4: 6, No problem except see #12 above
Subject 7: 6, Got good trend information from airspeed needle
Subject 12: 6, This is about the maximum clutter that should be allowed.

15. While using the HUD, I was Anle to adequately control the required.

Altitude:
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disree Ag Agree Airee

Rating 1 2 3 4 5 6
# of responses 0 0 0 1 14

Airspeed:

Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree

Rating I 2 3 4 5 6
# of responses 0 0 0 1 2 12
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Bank Angle:
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly
D_____ Disagree Disagree Disagree Argree Agree

Rating 1 2 3 4 5 6
#of responses 0 0 0 4 4 .7

Headin2:
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagri Diagre Disagree Agra Agree Agree

Rating 1 ,,2 .. 3 4 D 6
# of responses. 0 . 0 0 2 3 10

Flight Path Anale:
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree ,,Disagme Agree Ailm* Atee

Rating 1 2 3 4 ... 6
# of responses D 0 0 1 1 s12

Subject 3: Headings were hard to roll-out on - the indicator walks when the aircraft is
banked.

Subject 4: Bank angle gets buried under other Information easily and gets dropped from
instrument crosacheck.

Subject 7: Bank scale is hard to read, not all that useful
Subject 12: Airspeed and altitude analog displays were excellent,

16. The __ component of the symbology used In the HUD was easy to interpret.

Pitch Ladder:
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agre Agree

Rating 1 2 3 4 5 6
# of responses 0 1 3 1 2 8

Bank Scale:tt
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Anro

Rating 1 2 3 4 5 6
# of responses 0 0 1 4 3 7

AOQA:
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree

Rating 1 2 3 4 5 6
# of responses 1 1 1 2 5 4
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Flight Path Angle: .
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Airee

Rating 1 2 3 4 5 6# of responsea 0 0 0 1 1 .12

Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree ,Aree Agree Agree

Rating 1 2 3 4 A -rf
# of responme 0 ..0.. 0 ..... 0 2 13

Altitude:
"Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly

-gree A grI Agree

Ratin 1, 2 3 4 , 6
# of re•ponses ,0,__ 0 ,, 0O 0 2 13_ .

Gildetqlope:
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly1
Disagree Disaree Disagree Aree Aireee AireeRatingl 1 2 .. 3 ,4 1 , 63

Nof responses 0 0 0 1 212

LOC/CDI:
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately StronglyDisagree Diagree Disagree Agree Agree Airee

Rating 1 2 3 4 5 -
# of responses 1 I 1_ ,. 0 4 .. S

Subject 4: Never could figure out how to work the speed worm. Glidealope jumped into
view when first introduced to the HUD,

Subject 5: I still don't like the AOA presentation but it is better than the previous one,
Subject 7: The nose up pitch bars are hard to Interpret sometimes, especially when in a

bank and they are mixed up with the heading scale. For unusual attitude
recoveries nose up, ghost horizon is required.

Subject 8: I like having the pitch and bank steering bars rather than one dot to chase.
Subject 9: Pitch ladder - nose high is not real obvious, CDI disappears behind flight

director,
Subject 12: LOCICDI information would get lost in the center of the scope with all other

lntormation. Pitch ladder was not Intuitive for unusual attitude information.
Subject 13: The acceleration cue was good but obscured by all the clutter
Subject 17: The component of the HUD is placed where it Is easy to cross check

while performing the ILS task.
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Pitch Ladder:
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree

Rating I 2 3 4 $ 6
# of response 0 1 ..... 0 0 1 13

Bank Scale:
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agee Agree A roe

Rating I 2 3 4 $ 6
# of response" 0 4 1 3 2 5

AOA: r Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disanree Disagree Disagree Agree Age :00

Rating l 2 3 4 $ 6

#of responses 2 .. 1 1 0 2 N 8

AFliht Puth Anlie:
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disnree Am Agree Al m

Rating 1 2 3 4 1 5 1 6
# of responses 0 0 1 1 1 11

Airspeed: ____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___

Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagre Agree .... A, zm Aad

Rating _ I 2 3 4 5 6
# of remponses 0 . 0 0 0 2 13

Altitude:
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately' Strongly
Disagree Disagree Diugme Agzree Agiree Aane

Rating I 2 3 4 5 6
# of responses 0 0 0 0 2 13

Glideulope:
Strongly Moderstely Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly
Dimare iagree Disagree Agre Ag~ree A me

Rating I 2 3 4 5 6
# of responme i 0 0 0 0 4 Illy

LOC/CDI:
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Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly . Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree

Rating 1 2 3 4 5 6
# of responses 1 1 0 0 2 11

Subject 1: Varies slightly based on seating height.

Subject 2: Bank scale - should increase the distance between the scale and the CDM, so
that during high AOA maneuvers it doesn't get cluttered.

Subject 4: Bank scale see #16. Glideslope blends in with other information easily
Subject 5: Same AOA comment as #16
Subject 7: Bank scale Is so low in field of view on ILS, it's useless,
Subject 8: Very easy once you see it a couple of times
Subject 9: See question #16
Subject 12: Pitch ladder - Remove the 3 deg nose down line, Bank mcale - Move it out of

the center. AOA - Remove it. Flight path angle - CDM and FPM were
excellent. Airspeed and Altitude - Excellent. LOC/CDI - See #16.

Subject 13: Bank scale Is fairly useless
Subject 14: With everything lined up, no wind, there is too much stuff at the center of

interest,
Subject 15: Bank scale - gets In the way at slow speeds, AOA - useless, get rid of It

18. The _ component of the HUD Is placed where It ib eway to cross check while
performing the NAV task.

Pitch Ladder:
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly
Dluar" Disagree Diree ee Aire Agree, - Airee

Rating 1 2 3 4 11 , 6
S# of responses 0 . 0 0 0 1 ,14

Bank Scale:
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree

Rating 1 2 3 4 5 6
# of responses 0 1 0 4 1 9

Flliht Path A gnle:
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree

Rating 1 2 3 4 5 6
# of responses 0 0 0 1 1 11

Airspeed:

Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree AgraRating 1 2 3 4 $ 6

S# of respotnses 0 0 0 0 1 14
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Altitude:
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Dinare Agree Aroe Agre

Rating 1 2 3 4 5 6
#of'relnsee 0 0 0 0 1 14

Subject 7: Bank scale is very low, but is it even necessary
Subject 8: There were no AOA, LOC/CDJ, glidealope indicaticns and none were

necessary
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19. While using the HUD rate the resolution of the _ while performing the ILS tank,

Pitch Ludder:
Not Just Too

Enough Right Much
Rating 1 2 3-#of responses 1 .... 12 2

Bank Scale:
Not Just . Too

Enough Riaht Much
Ratina 1 2 3

# of rusponses 1 12 _ 2

AOA:
Not Just ' Too

Enouah Right Much
Waing 1 I 2 .... 3

# of responses 1_,,_, 12 2

Flight Path An le;:
Not Just Too

Enough Riaht Much.Rmtl ng 1 ' 2 3..
# of responses 1 12 2

,_._Airspeed _

Not Just Too
Eno~ugh Right ,Much

Rating 1.. 2 3
# of responses 1 12 2

Altitude:
Not Just Too

Enough Right Much
Retina 1 2 3

# of responses 1 12 2

Glidesiope:
Not Just Too

Enough Right Much

Rating 1 2 3
# of responses 1 12 2
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LOC/CDI:
Not Just Too

Enouah Right Much
Retina 1 2 3

Sof respones. 1 12 2

Subject 4: Clideslope blended in with pitch ladder too easily
Subject 7: Bank scale was not really used
Subject 9: See #15
Subject 10: 1 would like to see heading to the degree
Subject 15: LOC/CDI -Thicker would be nice

20. While using the HUD rate the resolution or the _ while performing the NAY task.

LPtch Lm der:
Not Just Too

Enough, Right Much
Ratina 1 2 3

# f rnsponses 0 14 0

Bank Scale:
Not Just T Too

o Enough Right Much
B.ating 1 2 3

# of responses: 1 8 0,

Fllght th Anle-:
Not Just Too

Enough Right Much
Rating 1 2 , 3

0 of responses 0 12 0

Airsped

Not Just Too
Enough Right Much

Rating 1 2 3
# of resaonses 0 14 ' 0

Altitude:
Not Just Too

Enough Right Much
Re~n -1 2 3

# of responses 0 14 0
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21. I was able to successfully negotiate the low level portion of the mission using the CDM and
tadpole steering cue.

Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree

Rating 1 2 3 4 5 6
# of reponses 0 0 0 0 4 10

Subject 8: 6, Very similar to current F-16 symbology, I found it very simple.
Subject 13: 5, Seems like too many symbols
Subject 14: 5, (We're air-to-air only, take this section with a grain of salt)

22. The relationship of the FPM to the CDM enabled me to readily determine an approximate
direction and magnitude of the winds on the low level.

Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disanree Disagree Agree Agree Arm

Rating I 2 3 4 5 6
#of resonses 0 0 0 2 3 9

Subject 2: 6, Nicell
Subject 4: 6, Good system
Subject 8: 4, Direction was easy to determine but the simulator made magnitude difficult

to ass8s.
Subject 12: 6, 1 really liked this flunction

23. Given sutficient training, I believe I would be able to successfully accomplish the bombing
mission.

Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree

Rating 1 2 3 4 5 6
"# of responses 0 0 0 1 1 12

Subject 4: 6, No problem using Information, altitude marker on radar altimeter needs to
be brighter or a different symbol; possibly a >. I couldn't tell what it wu
supposed to be, it blended in with the tape.

Subject 12: 5, For only the dumb bomb CCIP delivery evaluated,
Subject 14: 4, With sufficient training, anyone could bomb with a manual system

24. Do you envision any conflicts between the HUD symbology, as presented, with any of the
minions or mission symbology you are currently flying (YES/NO). ir yes, please explain.

Subject 2: No
Subject 3: No
Subject 4: No
Subject 5: No
Subject 6: No
Subject 7: N/A
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Subject 8: Yes, I think the bank scales are unnecessary during air to ground weapons
delivery and may clutter the bottom of the HUD, No major conflicts,

Subject 9: No
Subject 10: No
Subject I1: No
Subject 12: Yeu, look at the F-16 and F-15 LANTIRN displays
Subject 13: Will probably be too cluttered for air-to-air missile employment and air

gunnery
Subject 14: N/A
Subject 15: No

The thiee things I like the most about the HUD were:

Subject 2: (1) Cut down on time of crosscheck due to proximity of info..
(2) Enables the pilot to incorporate outside reerences when trnsitioning from
instruments to visual flight (ILS D.H.)

Subject 3: (1) Larger displays of horizon, RALT and glideslope indicator
(2) Bent bar design of below-the-horizon references
(3) Pitch ladder constantly centered

Subject 4: (I) Correction for wind by the CDM
(2) Bent pitch bars on negative dive angles
(3) Overall layout good for crosacheck

Subject 5: (1) Flight path information
(2) Grouping and location
(3) Overall ease of use and interpretation

Subject 6: (1) Position/No head movement
(2) Funnels
(3) Good detailed control

Subject 7: (1) Vector flying
(2) Airspeed and altitude dials

Subject 8: (1) Ghost horizon
(2) Different nose low and nose high scales
(3) Pitch and hank steering bars in ILS

Subject 9: (1) Nice grouping of data - makes cross check more productive
(2) Clock symbol with digits of altitude/airspeed
(3) Bank angle indices

Subject 10: (I) Quickening/Pitch ladder design
(2) Final approach speed and decision height carrots
(3) Power carrot next to AOA worm

Subject 11: (1) Ghost Horizon
(2) Funnel effect nose low
(3) Easier cross check

Subject 12: (1) Precise control of aircraft
(2) Looking out
(3) Airspeed and altitude indications

Subject 13: (1) Very easy for precise control
(2) All information easily accessible
(3) Vector flying Is good

Subject 14: (i) Ghost Horizon
(2) Climb/dive marker

Subject 15: (I) Airspeed and altitude gauges vs ladders
(2) Pitch indicator vs waterline
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The three things I disliked most about the HUD were:

Subjcct 2: No VVI on the HUD (this is a great trend instrument). If you add a VVI, I
think a tape type indication would work well.

Subject 3: (1) A bit cluttered in ILS mode
v (2) No target steering with target out of view
- ' (3) Takes a while to correlate the CDM and PPM relationships

Subject 4; (1) Dot dials around the airspeed and altitude
(2) Size/orientation of numbers and elbows on climbing pitch bare
(3) Compressed scale on pitch bars (good idea, confusing presentation)

Subject 5: (1) Lack of teepees on ghost horizon
(2) Dashed and solid pitch lines are harder to interpret than black and white
(3) Lack of VVI information

Subject 6: Lack of two colors for pitch ladders
Subject 7: (1) Bank scale - Useless in most situations. When you're at 135 dog bank on

the bombing mission you sure aren't looking at a tiny little tick mark to
control your hank. You just eyeball a 135 deg relationship between CDM and
horizon line,
(2) Conflict between nose-up pitch lines and heading scale
(3) Conflict between hank scale and nose-low pitch lines

Subject 8: No gun cross, I think this is useful in day to day flying and during weapons
delivery

Subject 9: (1) Limited nose high cues
(2) CDM disappearing to bottom of HUD
(3) HUD Is narrow - must lean forward to see all information in field of view.

Subject 10: Heading display (increments of 5 deg not enough)
Subject 11: (1) Radar altimeter scale too small

(2) Time/dIstance to steerpoint hard to see
(3) Bank angle difficult to see

Subject 12: (I) Hard to establish gross altitude
(2) Too clutteredl

Subject 13: (1) Too cluttered
(2) Sometimes get confused during UARs

Subject 14: ILS too cluttered with everything centered
Subject 15: (1) Indications botween above/below horizon

(2) Bank indicator in the way slow speed

Additional Comments:

Subject 1: The point I am trying to make is that since the HDD is a monochrome display,
there is a slight delay in focusing on the display then determining what Is MAn
and interpreting what is seen and then making the right input to correct the
unumual attitude. An ADI that is black and white gives that 'first look'
reliubility, The asymmetry of the HUD Is good and aids in the unusual
attitude determination.

Subject 4: In the TACAN/Nav mode, move the steerpoint timing and distance up a little
in the HUD so that all the information can be seen without having to re•just
your heard/sitting height

Subject 7: Lose the 3 deg line on ILS
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